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Built-up Members in Plastic Design
ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF
LONGITUDINALLY STIFFENED PlATE PANELS,
SUBJECTED TO
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by
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·MOMENT-CURVATURE-THRUST RELATIONSHIP
ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF LONGITUDINALLY STIFFENED
PLATE PANELS
1.1 Importance of the El~stic-PlasticAnalysis
for Stiffened Plate Panel Desi'gn
L2Approach .tothe Instabi li ty Problem.
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. In the . non-dimensiona lizedUltimate Axia l-Load - -Latera lLoad--
Panel Length.relationship,. the ·intere lationbetweenthese geometric
ratios was found to be·practicBllynegligible.
The' factors which have an effect on the ultimate strength were
·found to ,be:
a) Yield stress ofm.sterial,
.b) Residual stresses in both magnitude and distribution,
.c) .Ratio. of stiffener cross -sectional area to plate area,
d) Ratio of stiffener flange area to .stiffener·are-a,
e) Ratio of stiffener depth to .plate thickness,
f) Intensity of hydrostatic pressure.
This dissertation presents results of an analytical investigation
of the ultimate strength of longitudinally stiffened plate panels. ,The
load considered were the axial load applied to the ends and the 'hydro-
static pressure acting on the plate surface. Underthese:external loads,
longitudinally-stiffened plate panels fail due to excessive bending and
can be treated as beam-columns if loc3lbuckling of the plate components
is prevented.
The analysis was performed by solving the equilibrium .equations
numerically. Consideration was given to ,the non-linear effects of
both the inelastic action ,and deformat:ion.
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By organizing the information supplied by the numerical analysis,
a chart was constructed for the design of longitudinally stiffened
plate panels having low plate slenderness ratios (bit ~ 44 for a steel
with yield stress of 33 ksi). With this design chart, the most advant-
ageous combination of a plate and stiffeners can be selected wit~qut
conducting a numer~cal analysis.
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(1. 1)
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 IMPORTANCE OF THE ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS FOR STIFFENED PLATE
PANEL DESIGN
A ship hull is essentially a hollow box girder, composed of plates
, stiffened by a grid of longitudinal and transverse frames (Fig. 1.1).
The principal function of the deck and bottom plating constituting the
flanges of this girder is to resist longitudinal forces arising from
the bending of the ship under the action of waves. The longitudinally
arranged frames have an important function of not only aiding in
resisting longitudinal bending of the hull girder directly, but also of
greatly increasing the buckling strength of the plating to which they are
attached. Hence, except for cargo vessels in .which the deep transverses
required to support longitudinals interfere with cargo space, longitudinal
framing is generally adopted for most of the other types of vessels, such
as naval vessels, oil tan~ers and ore carriers.
The conventional design method used by naval architects is based on
elastic considerations. An allowable or working stress is chosen at
some fraction of the lower yield stress of material. Stresses computed
for a given load are restricted to be less than the specified working
stress and also to be well below the buckling stress. The safety of a
structure thus depends upon the selection of the working stress, as
well as on the accuracy of stress calculations.
I
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Although the procedure described above is mathematically straight-
forward and there. is much to recommend it, certain fundamental
objections to such an approach exist. ~irst, in an actual structure,
initial stresses produced in the fabrication of the structure and the
stress concentration due to discontinuities of the structure are
inevitably present. A combination of the initial stress and. a stress
concentration may result in the occurrence of plastic flow long before
the working load is reached. Thus the stress state obtained by elastic
calculation. may be considerably different from the actual stress state
under the' working load .. Secondly, and far more importantly, the
oalculated first yield load has no direct relation to the ultimate
failure load of the structure. The amount of reserve strength varies
from one structure to another according to the sectional properties of
members and according to the degree of indeterminateness of the'
structure. This, together with an insufficient knowledge in load
prediction, is the cause of the necessity of varying the factor of
safety for different members and different structures in the conven-
lional design meShod~
To achieve a rational design of a structure, it is necessary to
use a factor of safety based on the ultimate failure strength of the -...cr..er---
structure. ·An exact plastic analysis of the structure would, in general,
be a formidable task. However, by neglecting the strain hardening and
assuming an initially elastic--perfectly plastic stress-strain relation-
ship, a simple method of the plastic analysis has been developed for
(1)*
steel structures failing due. to unrestricted plastic flow.
* The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references, Chapter 8 .
I
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The solution thus obtained is not only a very good approximation
to the true failure load, but by using methods of limit analysis, one
can obtain it much more easily than by the elastic analysis. Many
steel building frames have been designed according to the simple
plastic theory. As a successful example of the application of the
plastic design methods to ship structural design, the reinforcement
(2)
of the flight deck of World War II aircraft carriers can be mentioned.
In the application of simple plastic design to ship struc.tures,
however, Drucker points out that limitations due to instability, fatigue,
. (3)
and br~tt1e fracture should be carefully observed.
In this dissertation, the first of the three problems, instability,
is investigated.
1.2 APPROACH TO THE INSTABILITY PROBLEM
Under service conditions, longitudinally stiffened plate panels
which compose the top and bottom flanges of a box hull girder experi-
ence compression, tension, shear and bending, in varying proportions
and directions. One of the most severe types of loading is a combined
action of axial compression due to bending of the hull girder and a
uniformly distributed lateral loading .due to water pressure or deck
load (Fig . 1.1).
Under such loading, stiffened plate panels become unstable due to
the presence of axial compression before the unrestricted plastic flow
can take place. To predict the ultimate load-carrying capacity of a
I
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structure failing by instability, theanaly'sis must be more complete
than a simple plastic analysis.
The mode of failute of stiffened plate panels can be divided into
two types: failure preceded by the buckling of plate components and
failure of the stiffened plate panel as a whole without premature
buckling of plate components. As early as 1891, Bryan presented the
. analysis of a rectangular plate which was simply supported on all its
edges, and which was acted upon on two opposite sides by a uniformly
distributed compressive load in the plane of the plate. (4) Since then,
the theories of elastic plate buckling have been developed from an.
accumulation of many researchers' efforts. A review of the historical
development can be found in Refs. 5 and 6.
Attempts to formulate a rational theory of stability of plates
b d h 1 . l' . d b B" 1 d (7) 11 h' (8) deyon tee ast~c ~m~t were rna e Y ~J aar , yus ~n ,an ..
(9) ,
Handelman and Prager using modern theories of plasticity, (Hencky's
deformation theory and Prandtlo-Reuss' incremental theory). Being
spurred by the requirement of the aircra·ft industry, these theories
(10,11)
were further advanced mainly for aluminum plates bY.Sto\VelL
(12)
.and Pearson. In 1956, Thurlimann and Haaijer proposed a plastic
(13,14)
buckling theory of steel plates.
The effect of residual stress on the elastic buckling stren~th of
(15)
a steel plate was studied by Yoshiki and others. The study was
(16) (17)
extended into the inelastic range byUeda and Nishino. .
stiffeners carry ,not only a portion of the compressive load, but sub-
I
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.. Whena plate'is reinforced by longitudinal stiffeners, . these
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divide the plate:into ,smaller pane Is, .thus increasingconsiderab lythe
critical stress at which the plate will buckle. The 'effect .of the bend-
ingrigj.dityof stiffeners onthee las tic buckling strength of . the 'plate
was first investigated by Timoshenkousingtheenergy method. (18) The
concept 'of the required minimum bending rigidity of the ·stiffener was
.also ,considered.firstbyTimoshenko:(18) The·effect .ofthetorsional
rigidity.of thesupporting.elastic stiffeners waS discussed first by
.Chwalla, who ,showed the considerable influence of the torsional rigid-
ity. of supporting stiffeners on the critical stress of the plate. (19)
At present, a considerable number of references are available on the
e las tic buckling strength of stiffened plates; (20) An attempt to ex-
tend the theory beyond the elastic limit was made bY,Kusuda, who obtain-
ed a solution for longitudinally or transversely stiffened plates in the
strain-hardening range. (21)
When a stiffened plate is subjected to a lateral load in addition
toanaxialload,as in the bottom plating of.a ship, the question a.,.
rises whether normal pressureappliedtoa plate supported on all four
edges reduces the critical load of the plate. Levy and others made
theoretical(22,23) and experimental investigations(24) on the problem
fora plate of. length-width ratio 4 tol..Their conclusion was that the
buckling .loadof a rectangular plate increased considerably when suffi-
ciently large normal.loads were present. Ho,wever, normal loads in the
case of bottom plating are not· large enough ·to have any .si~nificant·ef-
fectontheelastic plate buckling.
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Unlike -columns, in which buckling is often synonymous withfailu,re,
plates may be able to sustain ultimate-loads noticeably exceeding the buck-
ling loads. The difference between-buckling and ultimate loads becomes
import-ant for thin plates (highb!tratio) and for materials with low mod-
ulus of elasticity . .In some fields of structural design, .such as the de-
sign of aircraft and light gage'cold-formed steel structures,. it is often
advantageous to'use thin plates that buckle locally ,under .loads that are
much smaller than -the loads which will cause failure .- oLthewhole structure.
Most of the work on post-buckling behavior of thin plates has been associated
with thedesign,ofeither aircraftstructure~ship plate structures, ,or
building construction. Summaries of the work done 'in each of these fields
qre 'available in literature. (25,5,26) These theoretical studies are sup-
1 d b :-. 1 d· -(5,6,25 to 30) h b kp emente . y.numerous'exper1menta stu1es. . 'T e Po.st- uc -
ling .behaviorof a. stiffened plate is somewhat similar to ithatof a single
'plate supported along .its fotiredges, _except that -the 'question of the
stability _of the stiffeners enters into ,the picture . Vasta conducted a
series of tests . in order to ,determine -the required rigidity of the stiff-
eners which will enable the plate 'to ,develop full post-buckling strength.(31.32)
The elastic post-buckling behavior_of a rectangularplat€under edge,com-
pression and-hydrostatic pressure was investigated by_Bengston. (33) A
,limited study.'inthe inelastic range was madeby,T.Lee.(34)
As for the ultimate strength 'of stiffened plate panels subjected
to 'combined axial and lateral loads, .only a few experimental studies have
been made. ,Results of several full scale ship structural tests,. in which
plates lenderness of bottom plating varied from 62 . to ,89, showed
that the ultimate failure was caused by the instability .ofthe 'compres-
I
I
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,I
I
sion .flange 'of the hull and that -the compressive stresses -in the bottom
plate at-the ultimate failure were fairly_close to the ultimate strength
of single 'plates under edgec.ompression determined by experiment . (35)
I
In .the scale model tests conducted at ~ritz:EngineeringLaboratory,
Lehigh University, a stiffened plate panel with medium plate slenderness,
significant post-buckling strengthwhenloading;edges were simply sup-
40, the -failure was due to general column instability of the 'entire
after plate ,buckling when loading edges were, fixed, _but did not show any
_bit = 60, could withstand a 5 to ,10 per cent increase of axial load
In the .specimens with small plates lenderness ,bit -t d ,(36,37,38)por e .
I
I
I
I panel, and the plate -itself buckled only after the-panel reached theultimate load.
I When the cross-sectional dimensions ofa stiffened plate panel
I
are chosen in such a manner that ,the premature local buckling of com-
ponent elements is prevented until the -ultimate load is reached" the
I
I
stiffened plate panelfai ls as a unit. The load deformation .response
of longitudinally stiffened plate pane ls varies according, to ,the cross-
sectional shape of the stiffeners. ,When a stiffener has an unsynnnetrical
I
cross section about its own web, the stiffener starts twisting at the
first application of lateral load. Investigation of the behavior of
I
I
I
plate panels with unsymmetric -stiffeners is an involved step-by-step
analysis based on the biaxial bending theory.intheinelastic range.
So ,far, no ,attempthas been made to ,solve this proqlem,except-foran
1
, (39)
elastic analysis made by .Terazawa-, and others., 'Presentknowle(jge -is
not as yet-enough to 'give ,an inelastic solution to this problem.
I
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.When the ~ cross section is symmetric about . the -web 'of the .stiff-
ener, the stiffened p~ate panel.deflects in .the plane of the external
moment upon the 'application of lateral load. This deformation increases
elastica lly with the axial load . The· ana lysis ofe lasticpeam-column
behavior can be-made without :difficulty.M~ny.suchsolutions are sum-
marized by Timo,shenko . (6)
,Design curves based on the assumption that the "failure load is
the load which produces the beginning .of yielding .in the highest stress-
,(40)
;edfiberweredeveloped by 'Young .
However, .beam-columns can carry a load largerthan.the'first
yield load .withoutcol1apsing.As the'lo.ad is further increased beyond
the first 'yield load, ,yielding progresses across and along ,the member ,
thereby reducing its resistance to further loading. .Finally, a point
is reached at which an increase·in. load is impossible and the member
, ,
deflects as the load remains constant or redu,ces. ,At this point 'equi-
librium,passes from st.a:ble, to unstable equilibrium.
,TheU'ltimatest~engthofa'beam-column was first 'considered by
.von ~r~ri(41)interms of ,the stability concept 'outlined above. All
later solutions of,the inelastic beam-column instability problem have
/ /
-been based on the work of von Karman. In; genera1, ,the, s tartingpoirit
of the ,analysis is the· evaluation of the relationship between .thebend-
ing moment, the ,thrust;.and the 'resulting curvature in the 'cross section.
The moment- curvatutle-,thtT,ust ~e~ationship is dependent on the 'cross-
sectional dimensions, the stress -,strain .re ~ationshipofthe'material,
and themagn:Ltude -of the axial thrust. Based on the -established moment-
column is determined. The ultimate strength of the beam-column is de-
curvature-thrust relationship, the equilibruim configuration of the beam-
I
I
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fined as the load at which the equilibrium changes from stable to unstable.
Starting from von K;rm~n's ~ncept, Chwalla rigorously investi-
gated the stability of eccentrically loaded columns with various shapes
of cross section. (42) He based all his computations on one stress-
strain diagram adopted as typical for structural steel.
One of the difficulties involved in the analysis is the non-
linearity of the moment-curvature relation~hip. For a simple rectangu-
lar or circular section, and a simplified stress-strain diagram, the
moment-curv~ture-thrustrelationship can be expressed analytically. For
other conventional types of cross section, the moment-curvature-thrust
rel~tionship should be expressed either graphically or numerically. The
analytical expressions of the moment-curvature-thrust relationship for
a rectangular cross section with an idealized stress-strain diagram can
when applied to unrestrained beam-column problems a simplified stress-I
be found in the paper of Baker, Horm and Roderick. (43) vJezek found that
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
strain diagram consistingoftwo·straightlines""gave substantially the
same results as those obtained with the use of an exact stress-strain
diagram of a typical structural st.eel. (44) Jerek further introduced in
his approximate solution a "shape factor" the purpose of which was to
relate the relative stiffness of the section in question to that of the
rectangle. (45)
The effect of resid~al stresses which may r~duce the effective
/
yield strain of the material and thereby the ultimate strength of beam-
columns, was first· investigated by Ketter , Kaminskyan4 Beedle ,(46) and
, h b k·· ,. d' .(49,54,55,56)~t· as eenta' en .~nto ,account ~n more 'recent stu ~es.
I
\
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-In an exact analysis, .the deflected configuration of abeam-
column is determined by graphica:lly, or numerically. integrating the cur-
!
vature which in the inelastic range depends on both the magnitudes of
the 'axial thrust ancf-the -bending moment. inthecrqss section. The
bending moments, .however , depend on the deflections; .therefore a tria1-
and-error procedure 'is usually .re quired . Although this general approach
considers the ·'trueprob1em, solutions bY,.this method are time consuming 0
Approximate .solutions based on the assumption that ·thedef1ectionof the
member will conform to ,8 certain analytical curve , simp1ify,.the 'proce-
duresub,stantia11y. A "full cosine" curve was assumed as a deflection
curveby/Rotrand Brui:met(4 7) Je¥ek(48) Timoshenko (6) ahd Ketter. (49)
Westergaard and .Osgood suggested a "part'of cosine curve" as an assumed
deflection curve; (50)'Themagnit~d~ of error introduced by assuming ,the
various deOectioncurves was discussed byC1ark(51) and Ketter. (49)
It was noted that the difference '. between the ultimate 'loads obtained by
thevaruous methods were 'comparatively small and that the accuracy ob-
tained by using the more . complicated deflection expression did not war-
rant:the ·added work required to obtain a solution.
The exact ana1y-sis of beam-columns subjected to ,an axial force
and end moments can be :consider~b1y', simplified by .. the use of the column
deflection curve(C .D.C'.) concept ,which was propo,sed by J Chwa lla ~52)
,The column deflection. curve' is the shape that a column would take if it
is held in abentconfigurat·ion by an axial load applied to the ends .
Any given beam.-columnin .equilibrium, with the end moments and axial
thrust applied to .it, .can be regarded as a segment of a column deflect-
I
I
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ion .curve. There are 'aninfinite'number of possible CDC I s for any beam-,
column ·witha given axial· load and cross section. These 'CDC' sallow· thE:
development of an .end-moment 'versus end-rotation curve. Th.enthe ulti-
mate ,strength is obt.ained by applying the von ~rm~nconceptofstabi-
lityto the estab lished end-moment versus end-rotation curve . The CDC
method was successfully used by,Chwalla(53) ,Ojalvo(54) ,Levi and
Driscoll (55), andOjalvo ,and Fukumoto. (56)
The .studies briefly reviewed above'havebeen mainly advanced
for structural sections used in columns of building ;frames and. are 'not
directly .applicablet6 ,stiffened plate panels. .While the primary,bending
. . ) . .
·is applied on the beam,.column by, the end moments in builqing frames, the
primary bending in the ·stiffened plate panel is caused by the 'lateral
hydrostatic pressure. Be am'-'c 0 lumns underlateralhydro,staticpressure
not.onlydefytheapplication of the CDC coo.tept, but·theeffectof
hydro,staticpressureonthe ultimate strength may ,differfrom·the effect
ofeccentricityofaxia1 load , .both .qllantitative lyand qualitatively.
The second ciifferenceis in the .shape of. the cross section .
.Whilethecross sections of mO,stofstructural sections are symmetric
about ·thebendingaxis(rectangle, ,I-andWF-shapes) , . the cross section
ofa stiffened. plate panel, ,in which a large plate area and a small
stiffener flange area are connected .by. the web of the .stiffener, .is un-
symmetric about the bending axis. Due to:theunsymmetry,ingeometry
and the residual stress distribution, stiffened plate panels have moment-
. c'\.i,rvature;;;tht'us,t relationships which are considerab lydifferentfrom
symmetric sections. Only a few approximate solutions are available for
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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beam-columns with lateral loads. (49) However, none of them consider mem-
-bers with unsymmetric 'cross sections.
The-objectives of this dissertation'canbesummarizedcas follows:
. (1) To develop 'a method· of theo~etic.g1elastic-plasticanalysis
- for the beam-column instability _of longitudinally_stiffened
plate panels subjected to· an ·axialthrustand uniformly dis-
tributed lateral loading.•
(2) To investigate the parameters governing_the ultimate strength.
(3) 'Topresent -the computep data in a formsuitab lefor a con-
-venient .determinationof ~ mostadvantageous"- proportion of
a stiffener-plate combin~t~on.
B~s icassumptions and equilibrium~.quationsare presented in Chapter
2. -The'procedure ·to estab lishthe moment-curvature-thrust -relationship
is described in Chapter 3. From the established moment-curvature-thrust
relationship, ,a method for determining ·theultimate ,strength 'of a stiff-
-ened plate panel is developed in Chapter 4 throtightheapplicationof the
/ ./
von Karman criterion. Chapter 5 gives discussion of parameters which
influence the ultimate strength 'ofstiffened plate -panels. Based on this
information, a design chart is constructed in Chapter 6 .and anillustra-
tivedesignexampleisgivenin·Appendix.lO.3.· Numerical calculations
needed for this dissertionwerecarried-outon.adigital computer(GoE o 225).
\.
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2. BAS I CA SS U'MPTI 0 'NS
AND ,E . Q U, A TI ;ON S
2.1 BASIC ASSUMPrIONS
Present. study is concerned with the development ,of a theory and
procedures for the determination ~f the ultimate strength..of longitudi-
nally, stiffened plate panels whichfaUby _excessive bending in the dir-
ection of the ~pplied lateral .load.
A .longitudinally ,stiffened plate' panel .is composed ·of .a plate and
. equally spaced tee stiffeners which are welded on one ,side of the 'plate.
The cross-sectional dimensions of the stiffened platepaneLdo not vary
'overits length.
.The loads applied are an axial thrust and a hydrostatic lateral
.·load. The 'axial thrust 'acts along the 'original centroidal plane of the
stiffened plate ·panel. .. The hydrostatic pressure is applied .on.thesur-
face of the plate opposite to ·thestiffeners.
The ,analysis was made 'on the bases of the foilowing:assumptions:' .
. (1) The ,stiffened plate panels areini tially ;straight .and ··free 'of
_any, imperfections.
(2) Thestress..,strainrelationship Jofthe 'material is ideally
elastic-plastic. The-yield stress of the stiffeners may
differ from that of the plate.
(3) Cooling and welding residual stresses are present .~inthe member.
(4) :Strainreversalinthematerial which is stressed'beyond the
elastic limit is not considered in -.theanalysis.
(5).Deflections due to shear strain are neglected.
(6).No local inst-ability ,takes place prior to the ultimate failure.
1I
I
I
I
I
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(7) 'Width 'of the plate . pane 1 .is large, so ,that the ·effectof
the support at ,the side edges of the panel is negligible.
Tbereforeall atiffeners may he considered to ,behave
'identicaIly.
"J)( 8) The plate action 'between stiffeners is neglected, and the
:plate'is assumed to rem.sinflat. Under lateral load, the
plate 'betweenneighboringstif,feners, deflects· changing ,the
,crqss-sectional shape of the panel. While the resultant
c'ross section-is weaker than the originalcro.ss section,
,the restraint to ,the transverse .strain provided by adja-
centp\lates gives an additional stiffness -to ,the stiffened @
plate pane I. However , an,' analysis of .the deflection, and
strains in the plate from the experimental dat/37,38)
showed that the magnitudes of the defl,ection and lateral
.contraction of the plate -were too ,smallto',have any sig-
·nificant:effect on~the .strength~ofthe.stiffenedplate
panel.
The entire cross section of.th(;!.stiffened plate panel .re-
·mains plane and normalto,the-centroidal axis afterdefor-
mation.
1'(10) The effective width of the -plate is assumed to·be equal to
,thes tiffeners pacing. For the loaqing.undercons ideration,
unsynnnetricstress distribution in the plate is caused both
~by out-of-plane ·deformationof tbeplate and by the shear
lag. No solution considering both -these 'c.auses i~ avail-
able -at present. .Ho.wever, ,for the practical range of side
ratios of the plate subpanel, 3 or more, all .the elastic
I 248.13
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and inelastic solutions available give an effective width which is very
1 h f 11 "d h f h 1 b' 1·(21,33).c ose to t e u w~ tot ep ate su pcne •
Assumptions (7), ,(8), .and (10) lead to,·theconclusionthatthe
cross section of stiffened plate 'panel can 'be 'represented by, a simpli-
fied cross section which consists of a ·single stifferierand a plate
having a width equal to the stiffener spacing.
2.2 .BASICEQUATIONS
In Fig. 2.,1 is shown "the ,simplified. cross section used, in -the
analysis. All the 'equations are ,derived from,theequilibrium,-ofa. de-
formed stiffened plate panel and the stress-strain relationship.
The coordinate -axes are taken 'as shown 'in Fig. 2.l.a, with the
-origin 0 on the -centroidalaxis of the ,section in the deflected position
at the point of maximum deflection•. The' z-axis is parallel to ,the 'ori-
ginal centroidal axis,and tangential to, the deflected centroidsl axis
at the origin. ,Thes-axis measures thedistanceslong the deflected
centroidal .axis fromoriginO.
The sign .covention used is :
,Stress and strain are positive ifin.compression.
Bending momentM and curvature 0 are positive 'if they cause
compression in the plate.
,Components of resultant forces in the direction. of the y- -and
~-axes, ,V,and H, ,are positive if in the,direction:showninFig.
.2.2.a.
Taking the -equilibrium,.of the element with 'length ods (Fig. 2.2),'
togetherwithEq. 2.8.
If the 'variation of the curvaturel}l alongthes-axis were known, the
-18
(2.1)
(2.7)
(2.6)
(2.4)
(2.2)
(2.5)
(H + dH) = 0
= -H sin ,e - VcCos ,e
dV
ds
dM
dH
ds
H +qbds sinep
o _ de (2.8)
ds
M -Hds sine - Vds CO&e - ,qbds p ~s - (M +dM) =0 (2.3)
v + qbds p cose- (V ,+ dV) = 0
bending moment MWQuld be obtained by,irttegrating-Eqs. 2.5, 2.6 ,and 2.7
the relations among qb, ,H,V, andM ar~ obtained a~ :
where ds is the length ,of the' plate surface subjected top "
hydrostatic pressure q.
248.13
(2.2)
The length dscan ,be evaluated- fromds,0, and the distance from the
, p , ,
centroid to the'. plate.surface dto
'The exact expression for·the·curvature.0 is,
I
I
I
'I
.1
il
'I
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Anothei:"moment-cufvature relationship ,is obtained independently
from the e'qui librium of the stresses over the cross section. This re la-
tionshipis defined as themoment-curvature-thrust relationship of the
cross section.
I,
I
I
M =F(0 ,N)
whereNis the axial thrust acting ;onthecross l:jection.
"
The axial thrust'Nis rela,ted to Hand, V, as follows:
NHco,se - V,sine
(2.9)
(2.10)
I
I
To maintain equilibrium in the member, ,both moment-curvature re-
,lations should besatisfiedoverthe·entire 'length of the member. Thus
the problem of the determination of the deflected configuration becomes
a problem of ,finding the curvature 0 which yields identical moments from
both moment-curvature -relationships.Orice-thecurvature 0 is determined
pane 1 can be 'obtained using the following equations:
over ,the entire length of the member, the ,deflected configuration of the
Shortening of the member is caused not only by, the axial thrust,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
~ sineds
dz
ds = cos ,e
but also ,by ,the strain at ,the' centroid of the cross section e
c
1
l-e (0 N)c' ,
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
I
I
I
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When it is assumed that the behavior is elastic and the deflec-
tion is small, the two sets ofllloment-curvaturerelationships can be
combined into ,a 1inear.ordinary.differentia1equation.
For small deflections,
,9= ~
dz
I
I s;n '9- ,9 =.~... dz (2.14)
I
I
,Substituting Eqs. 2.14, ,Eqs. 2.5 through'2.7 are simplified to,
dH = '0
dz
I
,dV b
-,= 'q
dz
,dM=_H ~ .-V
dz dz
. (2.15)
I
For the elastic range and small deflection, Eq. 2.9 becomes,
d 2
M =-EI dZ~
. Combining Eqs. ,2.15 and 2.16, ,one obtains thefollowingdifferen-
tia1 e q\lation: 4 . 2
EI d Y+> H d Yd'Z'4' .~ ~ dz 2 = qb (2. U)
I
I
I
'This differential equation is identical to that given in texts
hooks. (6)
I
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} . 3 ULTIMATE STRENGTH
The ultimate strength of excessive1Y,bent columns was considered
I I .(41)
as an instability problem 'by ,von Karman. In the buckling of columns ,
the column changes its deflected shape 'from one stable configuration to
another . stable . configuration. This is called a bifurcation problem. At
the 'ultimate 'failure 'ofexcessive1y: bent .columns ,however , ,the transi-
tionfrom a stable st;ate ·to ;an unst'able .st'atetakes place in the same
·deformed configuration.
, 'Theinstabi lity'ofexcessive ly ,bent columns can be explained in
terms of the load-deflection characteristics of the loading system and
the structure. The 10,ad-def1ectioncharact~risticof the structure de-
pends on the material properties, ,the 'cross -sectional dimensions, the
length .of the structure , and the eccentricity .' (or lateral load). When
the materia 1 properties andcro.ss -sectiona 1 dimensions of the structure ,
and the -eccentricity (or. lateral load). are, specified ,the internal forces
are defined as a function of .~he deflection and the length of thestruc-
ture. Representing :the·def1ection by.the 'maximum curvature in the struc-
o
ture0 ,
I
(2.18)
I
I
I
I
I
The load-deformation characteristics of the loading system depends
on the ·typeof10ading, whether it be a gravity. loading, a deformation
loading or some other type 'of loading. The ,simplest load-deformation
characteris~ic is the'one ~ndependentof deformation and it is represen-
ted by a series of straight 'lines parallel to the deformation axis on
the 10,a9"",deformfltion plot as shown in ,Fig . ,2.3. In this paper .the load-
deformation characteristic of the loading system is assumed tobe·the
I
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one described above.
Fora given length t, the load-deformation characteristic of a
structure becomes a curve-on the 'load-deformation plot ,whichrises to
the maximum ,point ,thenfalls off with the weakening of the section due
to 'yielding. In Fig. 2.3, a typical load-deflection curve of thestruc-
ture'is shown.
Intersections of the loading system and structure load-deflection
curves, Al and A2 , represent equilibrium conditions. If the external
force 'is further increased, a new series of e qui libriumpoints Ai ,AZ ...
is obtained. All the points AI' Ai ..... represent conditions of static
equilibrium, ,but not necessarily of stable equilibrium. The stability
of the structure can bech~cked by comparing ~he gradients of loading
system and structure curves . Forth,e,s tructure to ,be stable, ' the grad -
ientof structure curveS
s
must be-greater than the gradient of loading
sys temcurveS f' The cri terionforstabi li ty _is:
For the assumed IQad-deflection characteristic of the loading system,
S =0f
Thusby,t_his inequality, Eq.,2.19,points AI,Ai .... are seen to'be
stable. Th,e-externalforce will be increased through a series of stable
system becomes unstable. ,Thus, the ultima te -condition can be 'expressed
as the zero gradient of the load-deflection ,curve of the structure.
I
:1
I
I
I
I
I
and then the criterion becomes,
S > 0s
points, until a point:C -is reached, where S
, s
(2.19)
O. Beyond pointC, the
I
I
I
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s
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(2.20)
I
I
the ultimate strength of the structure defined above coincides with
the maximum axia1 load the structure can carry.
In the discussion above, the length of the structure lis kept
constant and the ultimate condition is expressed in terms of P and lil o .
However, sometimes it 'is foun,d convenient to keep P 'constant and expres3
the 'ultimate condition in terms ofl andlil o . Differentiating Eq.2.l8,I
1
I
I
I
one obtains:
,= f
..p
Referringto'Eq. 2.20,
(dP ,)= fo 0
dlil o 0
I- = const.
Thus the ultimate "condition can be defined as,
(2.21)
'I
I
,I
~o = 0 (2.22)
IfP is kept constant, substitution of Eq. 2.22 andWO
into Eq. 2.21 leads to the ultimate-condition intl!rms of..p and lil o .
The ultimate condition defined by Eq. ,2. 22 can be 'expressed in
terms oflil o and either P 'or I. as follows:
I
I
I
dP
( dlil o )
~. = const.
,= 0 (2.23)
I
I
I
I
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or
( d,f ) ,_ 0
d ti ° P ,--VJ const.
-24
,(2.24)
I
I
,I
I
I
I
The relationships of Eqs. 2.23 and 2. 24 are graphically shown in the
three-dimensional sketch of Fig. 2.5. The surface in the figure repre-
sents the -e qui lihrium ,points, andthes pacecurveU defines the ultimat'2
condition atwhichhoth Eq. 2.23 and Eg. 2.24 are satisfied.
When the structure is in equilibrium in the deformed configu-
ration, _the axial thrust in the structure varies along the -centroidal
axis. The axial thrust can be represented by an axial thrust at a spec-
ified location in the structure instead of the axial thrust at the load-
ingends. ,'If the origin of the coordinate axis 0 is chosen as the spe-
cified location, ,the-relation. between ,the axial thrust -No at the origin
I and P is: ° -0N +qby=P -(2.25)
I
I
I
I
I
° .wherey~s the deflection of the structure at -the-origin of
thes-axis. .On -the NO - f/Jo plot (Fig. 2.4), the shape of the structure
curve is slightly changed from that shown in Fig. 2.3. Also, the load
curves are -no ;longerstraight -lines parallel to the deformation axis,
but they,become -a series of curves with negative gradient. 'consequently ,
the limit of stable equilibrium does not coincide with .the maximum NO,
but becomes point C, where the-tangent of the structure -curve coincides
withthe~tangentof the load curve passing through the point. The grad-
ient of the -load deflection ~urve at point ~is,
I
I
I
dN o()
df/Jo ..e, = const.
°
- qb ~ '(2.26)
o 0
ofy with respectto~ are small"Eq. 2.26 can be approximated by
I
I
I
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Mhen the magnitudes of lateral loading q and the differential
Equation 2.27 is satisfied at the apex of the NO _0 0 curve,I
( dN
o
) 0=
d0°
const .
.f =
(2.27)
I
.1
I
I
I
point B, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The -external load in equilibrium at point
'F;, P3' is slightly lower than the true ultimate load. For the range of
q and the dimensions of the structures under consideration in this ana-
lysis, .however, .theerror introduced by,.the J'approximateequation .2.27 was
found to;be less than O.l%,andthe approximate solution is without ex-
ception nn the safe side.
.In a manner similar to that used in approximating Eq.. 2.23
byEq. 2.24,. the approximate ultimate condition can be -expressed in terms
I
I
of "f oand 0 ·as follows,
,= const.
= 0 (2.28)
I
.1
I
I
I
I
I
Equation 2.28 was used throughout the -analysis as theulti-
mate condition, except where otherwise noted .
I
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3 • MOMENT - CUR VAT U R E - T H R U S T
R E L A II ON SHIP
3.1 INTRODUCTION
All methods of solving the basic equations given in Art. 2.2
require that themoment-curvature-thrust·relationship be known. This
relationship depends on the shape of the cross sections,. the axial thrust •
the residual stresses, and the material properties.
The ·deformation .whichoccurs when a cross section is subjected to
axislthrust and bending moment is shown in .Fig.3.l where N is the axial
thrust and Mis the bending moment. .N andMareobtained by. integrating
stresses over the cross section.
N JAadA (3.1)
M =. JA<::rT1dA (3.2)
Assuming that the strain distribution is linear in the elastic-
plastic range as well as in the elastic range, one 'canexpress the cur-
·vature 0 in terms of strains.
·0 =
where: €l, ·€Z = the strains at ·the extreme ,fibers in the cross section
,I
. d = the depth of the stiffene~' :."'
The problem is to determine M for the given va~ues ofN and 0.I
t the thickness of ;the;plate,i
.1
I
It is solved by relating strains € ·to stresses (J bythes pecifiedstress -
strain relationship.ofthe given materiaL
I
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I An analytical solution using an elastic-plastic stress-strain
I
relationship-like the 'one in Fig. 3.2 was given by Baker ,Horne and
Roderick for a rectangular cross-section. (43) However,. if one considers
I
I
other ~ross-sections or the presence:of residual stresses, an analytical
solution is much more difficult to obtain. To 'overcome these ·difficulties
a semi-graphical method was·introducedbyKetterand others~(46) In
I
their method the integrations in. Eqs. -3.1 and 3.2. are carried out for
a certain number of well chosen strain distribution in order to construct
I a set of moment-curvatureandthrust-curvature·diagrams.Then, praceed-inggraphically, .one can determine themoment-curvature-thrustrelation-
I ships for specified cross sections.
The availability. of high speed computers has broughta'new
approach to the -problem•. ,Fuktunotohas produced .solutions and computer
programs for wide-flange shapes containing residual strains of simplified
lishedbetweenmoment,thrust, ,curvature, and extent of yielding. Then,
'In his approach, .algebraic relationships .areestab-d · "b " - (57). ~str~ ut~on.
I
I
I
I .theseequations are solved analytically in terms of the given parametersas a preparation-for the calculation by the. digital computer. This
I preparatory work:.ofsettingup ,algebraic equations is required ·forevery
under consideration in this study, .the ntunber of possible yielding.con-I
possibleyieldin~configuration. Forthe,uneymmetriccross sections
I figurations is much larger than for symmetric sections of wide-flangeshapes, and even the development of the algebraic statement of the
I problem becomes a considerable task. The number of possible yielding
I
configurations may further increase with the variation in the cross -
sectional dimensions and the intensity. of residual strains.
I
)
I
I
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Recently, Birnstiel and Michalos developed a method using a
. (58)
totally. numerical approach. In this method, . the section is divided
into a number of st,lb-areas, .and the integration :is carried out as a
machine summation. Thus, the ,solution can be 'obtained without-modifica-
tionofa computer program for any residual stress pattern, yield stress
variation in the cross-section, and change of cross-sectional dimensions.
The difficulty. is that the subdivision size must 'be sufficiently small
to'givethe required accuracy.
For the work described in this report.a new semi-analytical and
semi-numerical method was devised by dividing the cross section into a
few sub-areas so that in each sub-area the -analytical .integrationcould
be done eas\ly. A detailed procedure for computing the moment-curvature-
thrust relationships is described in the following articles.
I
I
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3.2 MATER 1 A,L PROP ER T rES AND RES ID UA L
S T RE S S E:S
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The stress-strain relationship of the material is assumed to be'
elastic--perfectly. plastic as shown in Fig. 3.2. ' The 'idealized stress-
strain diagram. of Fig •. 3.2 closely approximates the experimental lltress-
strain diagrams of mild structural steels until the beginning .of strain
hardening. Stress and strain are proportional in the range between the
tensile yield strains ," 'and the compressive yield strainsv~•.Beyond
~J
these elastic limits, the stress is maintained constant at the 'yield
stress level and the material flows plastically. In this simplified
relationship strain hardening . is neglected. .If strain reversal does
not take 'p1ace,.a strain defines a corresponding stress uniquely.
,Jerekfound that for problems of unrestrained beam-columns, ,the idea1-
ized stress-strain diagram gave substantially. the same 'results as those
obtained with the use of an exact stress-strain diagram of a.typica1
1 . (44)structura steel.
The material properties in compression are assumed.tobe identical
to those intension•. Several experimental studies on the compressive.
material properties of structural material showed that 'the moduli of
. (59 60 61)
elasticity were essentially the same for compression and tens~on. ' ,
Yield stresses, however, were from '1.8% to 9%. higher in compression.
.A consistent relationship between yield stresses incompression.and
tension has not yetbeenes tab lished. . In the present analysis the
sameyie 1d s·tres s wa s used forb oth·tens i onandcompres s i on(cr for-theyp
plate and crforthe stiffeners)
st
The importance 'of the effect of residual stresses on .column
.strength is well known. ·Forbeamcolumns failing.in excessive bending,
I
I
I
I
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residual stresses have the effect of reducing the magnitude of strain
at which yielding starts.
Residual stresses are formed as a result of plastic deformations
which maybe caused by cooling after welding 'orafterhot-rolling, or
by. fabricating operations such as cold-bending or cambering.
Thebottomplating.of the ship's hull experiences several.welding
processes before ·thecompletionof the ship.. These include seam and
buttwelEiling.ofthe plates, .welding .of the stiffeners to ,the plate, .and
.welding ~of subassemblies.
.Themeasurement of residual stresses due to welding has been
pursued almost since .the beginning of modern welding. Experimental
and analytical studies have been made on residual stresses in a simple
.(62 63 64 65)plate by .many researchers • ' , ,
,Studies on residual stresses encountered in'welded ships were
made by the National·Defense Research Committee(66) and others. A
brief account of these studies can be found in Ref. -67 .
.The -measurement of residual stresses caused by welding of
stiffeners toa plate was performed on scale -models of stiffened plate
panels in Fritz Engineering Laboratory, .LehighUniversity. (37 ,38)
A typical residual stress distribution is. shown in Fig. 3.3. At the
weld, tensile residual stresses, whose magnituedsareusually greater
then the yield stress of the base plate,. form narrow peaks.
I
I
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.The tensile stresses are balanced by.broad bands of comparatively
smaller and approximately uniform compressive ,stresses .lying in the body
of the plate. When weld lines are 'long, the variation of residual
stresses along ;the weld line becomes negligible.
Residual stresses 'caused by girth welding differ considerably
*from those described above. The fore-and-aft stresses varygradually
from compression in the 'vicinity of the-start of weld to tension.atthe
location of the completion of the weld. Thevariad.on offore:-and-aft
stresses in the fore -lind -aft direction is of ' negligible magnitude, ,since
the nature of these residual stresses is closer to ,that of reaction
stresses than that of residual welding stresses. ,Theathwartship
residual stresses were neglected in_the analysis so,th~tthe uniaxial
stress""strainlaw would be applicable.
Unfortunately, the final fore-and-aft residual stresses cannot
be 'obtained by'a simple summation ofresi,dual stresses due to ,several
causes, as they ,are dependent on building ,sequence. .Ex~eptforthe
welding of stiffeners to the 'plate, .however , ,t.hewelds produceapproxi-
mately uniform residual stresses over the individual stiffener and plate-
subpane 1 combination. Therefore, .their final contribution can be expected
as uniform residual stresses. Such residual stresses can be-taken into
account 'by modifying,the'analyzed results. ,On the other hand, residual
stresses caused by welding of stiffeners to the plate are 'not ~uniform,
and should be included in the 'analysis.
*Fore-and-aftstresses ina complete ship are· longitudinal stresses in
the longitudinally ·,stiffenedplate panel. .Athwartship stresses are
transverse stresses in the same -panel.
I
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Consistent ~ith the measured residual stress di~tribution,as
shown in Fig. ,3.3 , ,the residual stress pattern is further idealized ,for
convenience of mathematical treatment. In the plate, the rectangqlar
distribution shown 'in Fig. 3.4 is assumed. The magnitude 'of the tensile
residual stresses is taken to be equal to ,the yield stress of the base
plate, and the change of the yield stress of the plate in ,the vicinity
of the weld is neglected.
The,distribution pa~ternof measured residual stresses in the
stiffeners did not show any consistent trend, ,because cambering and
preheating,of the stiffeners was needed inord:rrto ,fabricate the scale
models as straight ,as possible. (37,38) Although a considerable number
of residual stress measurements have' been made for 'rolled sections, 'none
of the results can be directly ~pplicable to "thest~uctureundercon­
sideration. (68,69) Since the residual stress distribution in the, flange
could not be established, a triangular residual stress d~stribution,
simi lar to those 'found in rolled WFshapes ,is arbitrarily ,assumed in the
flange. A comparison of numerical results for sections with a triangular
and a uniform residual stress distribution in the flange showed only a
negligible difference in themoment-curvature-thrust relationships.
,Residual stresses in the web ,of the stiffener will be consider-
ably different from those in the webs of rolled shapes. ,In the ,analysis,
however, residual stresses in the web ,are neglected since the contribu-
tionof the web to ,the bending rigidity of the crOss section is small.
,The simplified residual stress distribution is shown in Fig. 3 .4.
,The·magnitudes and the distribution of residual stresses are fully de-
,fined by ,four parameters: compressive residual stress in the plate
I
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Ore' residual stress at the f1~ngetip afe' residual stress at the
junction of the flange and the web El"ft' and the breadth of the tensile
residual stress zone in the -plate b
rt •
These four parameters are assumed to be constant along the length
of a longitudinally ·.stiffened plate pane 1.
In the idealized cross section shown in Fig. 35, the variation
of the flange thickness of the ,stiffener and the fillet at the flange-
to-web 'junction (see Fig. 2.1) are neglected. Thu.s;.thecross section
i.s composed of three rectangles. The difference ·inthemateria1 proper-
ties between the -base plate and the weld metal within these rectangles,
as found incase of bevelled fillet welds , is not included in the
analysis.
linearly, the strain .atanylocationis defined by the strainata
From the 'assumption that .the strains in the 'cross section 'vary
specified location .and the curvature 0. Taking the-strain at the outer
at distance 111 from the outer ·surface 'of the plate is given by
-34
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surface 'of the plate €l as a reference, the ,strain on the cross section
248.13
(3.3)
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For the idealizedstress-strainrelationshipt~e.stress is
The effectiveyie ld strain can be represented by. the yield
strain of material € and the residual str~in€as follows:y r
(3.5)
(3.4)
,-
if '€yc < € E €yc(J =
€ < € < € E,f; (3.6)if yt yc (J
in compression: € €yc - E: E: - ' E:ryc r y
in tension: €yt '€ €r € .€'yt - ,y r,
given by the following equation :
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
SubstitutingEq. 3.6 into Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 one obtains the
integrals for axial thrust and bending moment <.ab:ouL:tne,:elaslicneutr:al
whereE is Young's Modulus
(3.7)r
€+ . EytdA
• A ptpt
(J- E €yt
r E€dA• Ale e,N
axis as follows:
if
I
I
I
I
I
I
section.
(3.10)
(3.9)
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(3.11)
(3.8)
M = E~I
E[,J( e:1"'~111 ~€') ndA + J(E:'1';'~Jl1 ~-€ )1ldA ]- .' yc . pc. . yt' pt
Apcpt
N =~(€l-;~dl)A
-E[J(E:1 -~1l1 -€YC)dApc + J(€l ~~111- e:Yt)dApt~
A Apc pt
:M .= 'J.Ee:1ldA +'J e: + e:
.. Ae . e • AE yclldA . J~ yt1ldApc pc X. pt
pt
In terms of a distance 112 from the stiffener flange instead of
Ais the total area and I is the moment of inertia of the 'cross
.€= €- (€ -e )yt yt,
Eqs •. 3.7 and 3.8 .can be rewritten .as:
UsingEq. 3.4 and relationships
where the three integrals are to be taken overthe'e1astic core A ,
e
1FEq•. 3.10 becomes
,the yielded zone in compression A ,and the yielded zone intensionpc
A .,. respectively.pt
.. 248.13
(3.3)
-Thus, the necessary integrations are'reducedto;integrations over tlile
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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yielded zones.
1'1 =-E[J(€l -011l-eyc)dApc+J(€c011l-eyt)dAptJ
AApc pt
-E [[( €1-0T1 1-e.. ) 'Tl 2dA +[( €1-01l l - € t) 112dA t' ]. . yc pc . . y ,p
.A Apc pt
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(3.13)
(3.14)
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(3.15 )
These·integrations ~an beconsiderably~implifiedby dividing the cross
section into four rectangular sub-areas as follows:
.Sub -area 1: .part of the plate where the tensile residual stress
exists
Sub-area 2: part of the plate where the compressive residual
stress exists
Sub-area 3: stiffener web
Sub-area 4: stiffener flange
,The-effective yield strains on~ach sub-area are given ~n ~able3.l.
In sub-area 1 through sub -area 3, .the effective yield strains
are constant over the whole'sub-area, while-in sub-area 4,.theeffective
strains vary ,linearly. from the ,flange tip to the centerline. -Various
yield configurations for the first three sub-areas are shown in Fig.
,3.6. The plastic strains are shown as shaded areaS. Generally these
shaded areas are given as combinations of two triangular prisms, the
(~
I'bases of which are the plastic strains at the . lowest and the uppermost
fibers of the sub-area. The plastic strains are determined by.the strain
I
I
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I
I €pil = €l -0 illi1 _. €yi (3,16)
I
>Gonsequentlythe integrations in Eq'~. 3.12 and 3 .13 over the
II
I
sub-area. are evaluated ,as quadratic and cubic functions of €l.
-iL
1.
(3.17)
In sub-area 4(the .stiffener flange) . the effective yield strains
wherei]2il andil2i2aredistances. from stiffener flange to the -·lowest
and the 'uppermqstfibers in the sub-area i. Coefficients c. aret~b­
1.
ulatedin Table 3.2.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
vary linearly. .Therefore, .plastic strains are represented bya combina-
tionof four triangular pyramids instead of two triangular prisms as
shown in Fig. 3.7. The integrations in Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13 over sub-area
4 are'e~pressed as cubic and 4-thpower functions of.l,respe~tively.
I
In a stiffened plate panel, .however , sub-area 4 occuIlies a
I
ness of the flange, the integrations over sub-area 4 become:
the flange canbenegtected without introducing any significant errors
in the moment-curvature-thrust relationship. ,If we neglect the thick-
-38
(3.20)
(3.19)
verY,small portion of the cross-sectional area; thus the thickness of
248.13
(3.3)
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negative-bending.
where coefficients care given in Table 3.3.
(3.21)
(3.22)
E
+ 20
E( €l -0d 1)A
·E 'r.,.', ' 2
+2W 4~[cill(e1 + Cilt) + c il2 (€1 +ci22)2]
i=1
EI0 + [EA( €1.,.0 d1) -N]d 2
3· 24J. [cill (€1+cil2) (1l2i1
£1'1
M
N
Equations 3.21 and 3.22 arenondimensionalized for further use.
Equations 3.21 and 3.22 together with Tab1es 3.2 and 3.3, are
Equation 3.19 is identical in form to ,Eq. 3.17. ,According to
and cubic functions of e1 .
valid not on1yforpositive bending ,as shown in Fig. 3.6" but also foli'
Using nondimensiona1izedmoment, thrust and curvature:
,Eq.3.l7 throughEq.3.20, Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 are 'expressed as quadratic
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I·
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rill M M= - =M- er Sy yp.
·N N (3.23)n - =N er Ay yp
0 0d~ .. = ' 2
.ij"
€
Y yp
I where·S is the section modulus with respect to the stiffener flange •
I
I
.Equations 3.21 and 3.22 become:
(3.24)
I
I
m
d:£) ]
t
(3.25)
as shown in the detailed discussion given in Appendix 10 .1, these g¢o-
Coefflcients·C are summarized in Table 3.4 in nondimensionalized
according to ·the
'vary
However,the-cross section.
.Ad,..,.bd2 t and
-'-"", --'S S
€1
€
. yp
form. Geometric constants., d l , .bd2 ,
d2 A
relative dimensions of
.where
I
I
I
I
I metric coeffIcients can be defined by only three relative nondimensional
parameters, namely:
I Astti = bt ; :ratio of stiffener area to plate area.
I
I
I
, ratio ,of stiffener flange area to ,whole ,stiffener
area
b
It should be noted here that·the plate slenderness 'ratio tis not'in-
I
I
I
I
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(3.4)
dY = -; .ratio 'of stiffener depth'to plate thickness
t
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,I
I
eluded in the determination of the moment-curva;ture~thrustrelationship.
. \
. The' ma terial properties and the 'residual stress (~:f:i!s.tt-f]jution
can be 'defined by nondimensional parameters.
G =0'st
st
I Gft
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
For the 'specified geometric parameters ct ,s , y , and the
specified resi~ual stress distribution, ,coefficientsC.Bre easily.selected
i
with the aid of Table 3.4 for given values of iF and Gt • ,Thenthecor~
responding thrust and momentdmbeeyaluated using Eqs. ,3.24 and:3.25 •
.In the -numerical integration described . inChapter4,,1.tis desirable to
have', the moment-curvature relationships <fora 'specified thrust, n.
Accordingly, ,the procedure is reversed to ,first obtaining Glbysolving
Eq. 3.24 fora given n •and iF. Then the corresponding moment, is evaluated
from Eq•. 3.25. ,The difficulty in this procedure arises from the ,fact
·thatcoefficients Care'fl,lUctionsof the ,yield configurations of the
cross section, ,and consequently are depenqent onGlo .Thus the procedure
is further revised as ~ollows:
(1) Assume an appropriate Cl.
,(2) Select.coefficientsCforan assumed Cl and a given iF.
I
.1
,248.13
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,I
I
(3) Determine true G1 by solving Eq. 3.24.
(4) Evaluate ,Mfro. Eq. 3.25 for the true G1 and the given
cp. and n.
One ,of the advantages of this approach is that ,the assumed
G1 must give ,the -correctyie 1d configuration, but needs not to be a close
is discussed in Appendix 10.1 in detail •I
approximation of the true value of Gt . The selection of the assumed G1
.1
,I
I
I
,I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,I
Numerical computations were carried out using a high speed
digital computer, .GE-225. The flow diagram is shown in Fig. 1O.l.For
each given n, 200 sets of iii - G1 - -m values were computed and stored in
computer memory.for future use. The increment of iii was so chosen that
themoment-curVClture relationship between computed points could be app-
roximated by linear interpolation with an error of less than 0.1% ( Appendix
10.1) .
I
I
I
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3.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF MOMENT-CURVATURE-THRUST RELATIONSHIP OF
LONGITUDINALLY STIFFENED PLATE PANELS
-42
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In Fig. 3~.' are shown typical nondimensionalized moment.-curvature
curves ofa1ongitudinally stiffened plate panel. .The cross-sectional
and material properties of· the panel are:
ct 0,.3
8 0.45
Y 10
G
st = 1
The effect of .residua 1 stresses is also shown in Fig. 3.9. The
residual stress parameters used are,
Due to the unsymmetry.of the cross section and the residual stress
Gf =-Gf = 0.3• c • t
I
I
I
.G
,rc 0, ,0.125, ,and 0.25
G
:rc
1+G
rc
I
I
I
I
distribution, m-iJ? curves of a longitudinally stiffened plate panel differ
considerab1y,fromthose of symmetric sections. The main differences are
as follows:
For a longitudinally stiffened plate panel in the presence of
the axial thrust,
(1) m-iJ? curves in positive and negative bending are not identical.
(2) in positive bending, a low axial thrust may have a reinforc-
ingeffect on the bending rigidity of the cross section,
I
I
(3) a zero curvature does not necessarily. correspond to a zero
moment.
248.13
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The first two aspects are clearly represented in the plot of the
ultimate bending moment carrying capacity of the cross section (Fig. 3.10)
.1 The·effect of axial thrust on the moment carrying capacity of a longitu-
dinally stiffened plate panel is explained with the aid of·Fig. 3.t,.
The stress distribution at full plastificationofthe ~cross section is
I
given by the stress blocks. Since the ,cross section is unsymmetric, the
neutral' axis(the line of zero strain) does not coincide with'thecen-
\
(3.26)
I
I
I
troidal axis, .butit is distant from the centroidal axis by 1'1. The
·full plastic moment about thecentroidal axis, S -axis, is expressed by:
.. 'T)=d i1'1=i}
'. _ 'T)dA -S np
positive bending, Mn","O" cL . _ . 'T)dA ]
p yp. 1'1=1'1 1'1=-d~
. np . 2.
3.26 and 3.27 one can see that under low axial thrust, M >/M I" (3.29)
'np nn,' .
When axia lthrus t is not present, il
op is equal tO~on;:' (Fig. 3. 1l
- (a) and (b». From Eqs. 3.26 and 3.27,' the -full .plas'tic'momentis:
With the increaseofaxialthrust,~·i1npfor positive bending
decreases, while ··n .for negative' bending increases . Comparing Eqs.
nn
(3.28)
(3.27)
M=IM .1/
'op 'on'
negative bending,
With2ero ~xial thrust:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
For a high axial thrust which causes negativeTi (F·ig.3.ll(e),
'np
the inequality.between M and I'M ~ becomes dependent on the cross-
np nn,
sectional dimensions, and the generalization as given bY,Eq. 3.29 is
impossible.
.Thereinforcingeffect of axial thrust can be investigated byI
I comparingiFig. ·3.11 (b), (d) and (e). As shown in Fig. 3.11, ~ fornp
I
I
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positive bending decreases with an increase of axial thrust.
Equation 3. 26 results in an increase of Mfor a decrease of
np
1'1. Therefore, the positive bending moment'M increases with an
np np
increase 'ofaxialthrustuntil ..~ becomes zero.
. np
The magnitude of the axialthrustwhich .. gives the maximum.full
The third aspect ·of the characteristics of M-~ curves of longi-
tudinally stiffened plate panels is caused by.the unsyrrunetric distri-
I
.1
I
plastic moment is given by:
l1=di 1'1=0
N= (J [[dA - fdA]
yp '11=0 'T1=-d
2
(3.30)
I
bution of residual stresses. Under high .centroidal .compression, the
cross section is plastified unsyrrunetricallyand the M-~ curves deviate
I
I
from the straight line at the origin. An enlarged plot ofM-~ curves
in the vicinity. of the origin is given in Fig. 3.12. Forthe'given
residual stress parameters (G.. <Gf ) the cross s~ction remains elasticrc c
I
for zero curvature until the axial thrust reaches n= 1 -G = 0.7.fc
Thereafter with an increase of axial thrust, yielding in the stiffener
~.langeprogresses, and the bending moment about the centroidal axia
plate starts to 'yie ld. .Since the compressive· residual stress· zone in
When the
a part of the_ (G fc -
2(G-fc
axial t·hrustreaches n=l - G
rc
for zero curvature assumes not a zero, .but a positive value.
2
G
rc
) 08
I
I
I the plate has a much larger cross-sectional area than the stiffenerflange the effect of yielding in the plate becomes predominant after a
,I \certain increase' of the ·axial thrust, and theben:~ing moment for zero
I
curvature becomes negative . The direction and. the amount ofc.\eviation
from the origin is dependent on the residual stress parameters, the
I
I
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cro.ss -sectiona 1 dimensions, and the magnitude of the axial thrust. When
Greis larger than Gfc " only a deviation in the ·directionofnegative
moment ·takes place.
These deviations due· to unsymmetrically distributed residual
stresses are very ,important for stiffened plate'panels under a centrally
applied axial thrust. Stiffened plate panels, whose ,elastic buckling
strain is larger than the minimum effective yield strain, will start
bending before the buckling load is reached, and the ultimate strength
may be reduced considerably.
I
I
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
The ultimate strength of a longitudinally stiffened plate
panel is determined by applying ~ ~tability crit~rion to an established
load -defleb tion curve (or panel length--deflec tioncurve) of the stiffened
plate panel, ,as described in Art. 2.3. The load-deflection relationshi?
(or panel length--deflection relationship) is evaluated from the
\
equilibrium equations and the moment-curvature relationships of the
cross section.
Non-linearity of the moment-curvature relationship and basic
equilibrium equations , .however, does not permit the use of an analytical
procedure. In the numerical procedure, the panel length--deflection
relationship is more easily eva luated than. the load-deflection relation··
ship, since only. one moment-curvature curve is needed ··for a given axial
thrust. The available numerical methods for the ·evaluationof a panel
length--deflection relationship can~e divided into .two groups. The
first group, such as Newmark's numerical integration procedure, computes
. .(70)
the deflections for given lengths. On the other hand,the second
group, such as a stepwise integration procedure, can compute·the 'length
of the pane 1 ine qui libriumforgiven deflection.
Although Newmark's numerical integration procedure is widely
.usedinbeam-column analysis, it furnished only the stable branch of the
panel length-deflection curve and has the inconvenience of defining .the
ultimate failure of the structure by the divergence of the numerical
integraion. A stepwise integration procedure evaluated the unstable
branch of the panel length--deflection curve as well as the stable
I
I
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branch without modification of the procie4ure. The main difficulty en-
c~untered in the stepwise integration procedure is that it requires a
considerable amount of repetitive computation. This difficulty, however,
is easily overcome, by, the use of high speed digital computers.
-With a stepwise integration procedure, a numerical procedure -for
exact analysis was developed and programmed -for a digital computer as
described in Art. 4.2. In Art. -4.3 numerical .results arec0mpared with
toe st resul ts .
The developed procedure can also be used in an ultimate strength
analysis of columns subjected only to ,an axial thrust. In Art. 4.4, _it
is shown that the-behavior of longitudinallystiffenedp1ate-pane1s-under
axial thrust differs considerably from the -behaviorofco1tunns with
doubly symmetric sec tion.
4. 2 PROCEDURE OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
The panel 1ength--deflection re lationshipofa1ongitudina 11y
stiffened plate panel is obtained by the stepwise ,integration of basic
equilibrium equations a long using the true moment -curvaturere 1ationship
of the cross section.
Thej -thsegment of the integration is shown in Fig. 4.1. Over
the -length of the -segment/}.s a1ongthe-centr9ida1 axis, curvature 0 is
no ,longer constant. To ;asstune -0 to be constant, the segment length
should be very smalL -If the -variationof0 is assumed to _approximate
c1ose1y-the-truevariation of.0 over the _segment, the segment length
can be-increased without reducing the accuracy. However, sli;~ce the
248.13
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truevariationof.0.is unknown, the ,assumption of a too 'elaborate vari-
ationof-0 is not worth the 'increasedamountof comput~tionrequiredby
suchan assumption. In this analysis, the linearvariationof0 is
assumed over each segment . Then ,the 'magnitude "of ;0 at any point.A ,in
.the j -th segment .is given 'by:
(4.1)
.where .subscripts j -land j des ignatethevalues at the . ini tia land ,·final
points of the segment, respectivelY,and s, . is the ,distance from the
J
point .j-l to point Aalongthecentroidal axis. Themagnituees·ofthe
unknownvariables·at 'point jareobtained.byinfegrating Efts. 2.5
through 2.13 with Eq. 4.1 starting from the known variables.atpoint j-l.
"
First, ,0 at ppint j .is assumed to be ;0, ' . Then the assumed 0
Ja
in the segment is given by:
oja -0 j-l
,t,i1 = (II j -1 + b,.s s j
From Eqs. 2.~, 2.5 and 2 .6, Q!, H.and Vinthe segment become ,
s ,
+ 'fo J "ff. dSJ'Q'=Qj -1 'P
0. -0.:." 2
f'\ + rt. s + ~"-.J.=.L '
,= '",. l' .'P. 1 "'. 2M.: S'J'
'J- J - J U'
s.
H H j -1 + J0 JO-0 dl) qb sinQ ds j
s· ,
.-Hj _l + qbdl(cos Q- cos ,Qj-l) + qbJo J dy
s,- • ,
V V, 1 + 'f '. J( 1-0 eli') qbcosQels,
J - . Q J
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
of the ·segment, one gets:
Substituting Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5 into Eq 2.7and integrating over the length
.;,49
(4.10)
(4.6)
(4.5)
(4.8)
·0. 2
. 1 J~) cos e (AS)
, j-l £;
~. l~' 2:
cos·e.. 1 t:.S-(3J~ + ···6Ja :).sine. l(/::'S) Ii: :rdJ- .}- yp &
~.' '~'I,:
t:. Y= sinej_l/::.s ~E:y/('r l + i~)86S 9j _1 (t:.S) 2
.0. 1
Ay = 'J ./::. s s in e ds. ,<>-< Sin El ( AS)+( J-L:1 .0J'- 'j_1L:1 3
= V", 1 - qb'dl(sine. 1) + qb f" ;3.'dzJ... J- .OJ
248.13
.(4.2)
The'bending,moment at poiht jis thus evaluated by Eqs. 4.6, 4;'7 and 4.8
where /::.z and /::.yare 'obtainedfromEqs.2.11<,!nd 2.12.
liP = 'J~/::.scose dSj~eOSej_l(t:.S)-~5-l +0iaj sin j;..1(6S) 2
(4.7)
for the assumed curvature ,0. . These equations arenondimensionli~ed
.Ja
with .the following results:
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m
d 2
m, 1- H, 1 6Y --r - V, 1 6ZJ- J- J-
2 2Qr~(6Y) e + ~(6Z) - cos
- yp sin.9, 1J-
(4.11)
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qEbd 2Q=--
2 A
(j yp
I
I
I
where
o
.ij"
y
.M .- MM
Y
h
(4.12)
I
I
6 s r...!.- Z1/ . ,r (jyp
'M:... E
-. ;:- , 6Y
r (jyp
t.J...
r
I
The curvature corresponding to m, is obtained by .the moment-curvature-
J
thrust relationship of the cross section. The axial thrust at point j
I
I
is given by
·n,
J
h, cos 9- v -dr J- .s in 9.J j ~yp J
2
(4,13)
I
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Since the variation of axial thrust along the centroidal axis is sm3ll
(numerical results showed a devistionof less than 0.05%), the moment-
curvature relationship for an axial thrust nO can be used' ·fortheentire
length of the structure.
Curvature ip, thus obtained from the moment-curvature re-
JC
lationship does not generally coincide with the assumed curvature t, ,
. Ja
If ip, differs from ip, , a new ip. is assum~d to be equal tot, and
JC Ja Ja' JC
a new~, is computed. The same procedure is repeated until ~J'a and) JC
ip ,converge . When the difference between .ip, and ip ,become negligib le,
JC Ja JC
the variation of curvature over the j -th segment is es-
the end conditions are reached.
The length of the centroida1~xis -{'is given·byEq. 2.13 and
values of the variables in the first segment should be known. For:each
(4.20)
..5L
I '
~4.14)
(4.15)
d l
e. l)·dJ (4.16)
J - 2
d1
- sine. 1)· d ] (4.17)
J - 2
e: 1 ·
.' ; :G. = <_'_J
J e:yp
e. 1 -+ ~(~J' -1 +'~.) .rc: .~, AsJ - J YPil
.~. '=.~JC' ja
L .-L. 1 + 2AS
J ,J-2-=----'-e:,-.-=[~G-.-l-:-+G-:--.-...,..(-:-t_.-1+..,....~-."'":"')_-,dO-:1'-':~J
YPJ-'J J- J -d 2
:r '
h. h. 1 + ~~e: [Y d + {coa·e. ~ cosJ ' J -YP 8 • " 2 J '
Y. = Y. 1 + t:,Y (4.18)J J-
'Z. = Z. 1 + AZ (4.19)J J-
~.
J
.G 1j-
L"= ~/ €yp
= ,_'e:l-=j~-_l
e:yp
"Initial Values . To commence the stepwise integration, ,the initial
the integratiLonoverthe'(j+1) -st segment is carried out by the same
t:i\btished and variables atpointjare evaluated.
, ,
and
expressednon-dimensionaliy,at point oj ;by:
where
procedure. ,Repeating this procedure the 'integration 'is continuedunti 1
248.13
(4.2)
Using the variables evaluated in Eq.4.11 and.Eqs. ,4.14 through 4. 20,
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integration, specified values of rio and, ~o are aSs1.Imed.
,,52
,0Moreentm cor-
I d
'o dO, b ' d b h th trespon ~ng.ton Jan. ~ ~s 0 ta~ne y, t e moment-curvature -' rus
relationship of the cross section..At.origin·O,
I Y=O;
o
Z= 0;
o
L=O
.0
(4.21)
I Accordfngto:theorientation of the coordinate axis,
For a structure whose loading edges have ,·differentendconditions, . the
shearing force at origin vis unknown and should be determined by trial.
o
I
I
8=0
o
and h
o
'0
= n (4.22)
I
But when both end conditions are. the same, v becomes zero due to ,the
o
symmetry ,of the ·structure and loading.
I .v =0o (4.23)
I
I
I
I
•Furthermore, .forsuch ,symmetric structure integration over only oneha If
. the length of the structure is needed to represent ,the -entire length.
·BoundarYConditions. In the -numerical computations used in this
report, only two 'boundary conditions are 'considered;pinned- end and
fixed-end conditions. Thepinned-endconditioq is deftnedby a zeromoment,*
I
I
m = '0
while the fixed-end condition is . defined by
8 =0
(4.24)
(4.25)
I
I
:1
I
!
"1< 'In 'longitudinally stiffened plate, panels, ,the location of zero moment
~'-'does notnecessairly coincide wi th .,the location of zero ,curvature. This
is shown in Fig. 3.11.
I
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As shown in-Fig. 4.2, the integration for the -pinned-end condi-
tionis a part of the integration for the -fixed·-end condition. Similarly
by performing the integration for the fixed-end condition, the equilibrium
. configuration of the structure with any,elastically restrained -end can
be obtained as a part nftheintegration process.
.Ultimate Condition. .Theultimateconditionis given by.the
point of zero slope on the panel length--deflection curve.
I oconst. (2.28)
I Non..., dimensionalizing.the -equation, .one obtains ,
I (~) 0d~o n ·=const. o (ft-. 26)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
. To .find. the -combination of (L - _~o) which satisfies Eq. 4.26 ·the inte..,
grationis repeated by_ increasing .the-magnitude-of ~o 'by small .increments
00000 0
M ·as ~.l ,,~2.., .... ; ~ ,(k-2) , .~(k-l) and ~k' _and corresponding lengths
L areev~luated. . If three successive lengths L satisfy. the :following
,inqualiities,
(4.27)
·The'value . of ~o which satisfies Eq.4. 26 ,lies between~o(k_2) and ~ok.
oThe-ultimate'values ofL ,and ~ ,are then determined by assumingL to ,be
a quadratic function of ~o 'intherangebetween~o.(k"'2)and. ~~k.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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.ErrorinStepwiseIntegration. As previously discussed. the
accuracy of the stepwise integration Eiepends on the length of theseg-
ments.In Fig. 4.3 a typical relationship between the error and the
segmental length is shown. Specific parameters of the longitudinally
stiffened plate panel investigated are as follows:
The general trend is that -the shorter the segmental length,.thesmaller
the error becomes. The pinned-end condition led to considerably smaller
error than the fixed- end condition. For the plate panel with pinned-
ends, I:::.S =0.18 gave an error less than 0.1%, while the same segmental
length resulted in the errors of more than 0.7% for the panel with the
fixed-ends. Since the integration for the pinned-end panel is carried
out as a part of_ the integration for the panel with fixed-ends, the
difference in the errors is considered to be accumulated after the pin-
ned-end condition is reached. By reducing .the segmental length .after
reaching the pinned-end condition, the error could be kept to the same
-order of magnitude for both pinned-end and fixed-end panels without an
excessive increase in the number of segments, as shown in Fig. 4.3. In
numerical computations, whose results are compiled in this paper, t"S =0.18
I
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I
is used until the pinned-end condition .is reached. Thereafter t:.S is
reduced to 0.036 and even smaller where required. In Art. 10.2 a step~
·by-step account of the numerical integration procedure is given together
with the flow diagram-for the computer program.
4.3 COMPARISON WITH TEST RESULTS
A number of longitudinally stiffened plate panels have been
tested at Lehigh -University~(36,37,38) Of.these, .two ,tests(TestNo.
T5 dT6) h"hf"ld" 1 " b·l· (36,37) h f·-an- , w ~c '. a~ e ~n co umn~nst:a ~ ~ty , are ·c osen . or
compar~sonwiththe theoretical results. Specimens were tested under
pinned-end conditions. Lateral loading was appliedbymean,.s of a com-
pressed air system. The nominal dimensions of the specimens are given
in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. Table 4.1 gives the actual dimensions and material
properties obtained from coupon tests. Values of the non-dimensional
.parameters used inthe'numerical computation are given in Table 4.2 •
.Theseparameters were computed fro,q)'the dimensions of simplified cross
sections composed of a single stiffener and a plate with a width equal
to -the stiffener spacing.
Unfortunately, residual stresses were not measured in the spe~
cimens. Compressive residual stresses in the plate were estimated
from the 'measured deflection and the' observation of first yielding during
the· tests.
The test results are compared with the theoretical ultimate
strength curve in Fig. 4.6. The ultimate axial load of Specimen T-5
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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,:.
. obtained by testing slightly.exceeds the theoretical prediction.
The' testresultofT-6 is located somewhat below the 'predicted
curve (95% of predicted value). .The cause for this disagreement seems
to be initial deflection of the "specimen. .Specimen T-6 had a positive
initial deflection (posi tivemeaning c\,ncaveontheplate side.) Since
the' initial deflection was in the direction of. the lateral load , Specimen
T-6 'could not. carry . the axial load predicted on, the ,assumption of an
,
i.
ini tia lly"perfectly straight stiffened plate pane 1. The initial de-
flection in Specimen T-5 was slight and in the opposite direction. •
Considering a possible error involved in the estimation of
the magnitude 'of .residual stresses, good correlation is indicated be-
tween the test results and the theoreticaLpredictions.
4.4 ULIIMATESTRENGTHOF LONGITUDINALLY. STIFFENED PLATE PANELS
SUBJECTED TO A CENTRALLY .APPLIED. AXIAL LOAD
The behavior of longitudinally stiffened plate 'pane Is under a
centrally. applied axial load depends on the slenderness of the .structure,
the yield stress of the materia I, and the 'residual stresses ..When elastic
flexural buckling .takes place, the yield stress of the material and
residual stresses have 'no ,effect on the buckling strength. With a fur-
ther increase of axial .load, .the deflection increases and the stiffened
plate panel fails by excessive ~ending due to yielding of the cross
section. ·If yielding starts in the cross section prior to 'buckling, the
stress distribution in the cross section is no ,longer uniform. Due to
the 'unsymmetry ,of the 'cross section and the 'residual stress distribution,
,
non-uniformly distributed stresses produce a resultant bending moment
I
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I
about the elastic neutral axis (s -axis), as discussed in Art. 3.4.
Such a bending moment.is indicated as a shiftof.the moment-curvature
curve fromthe'origin on the ·momentaxis in.Fig .. 3.11. Tomaintain
equilibrium with the internal moment, a longitudinally stiffened p1at~
panel with ,pinned-ends deflect:s in the y-direction, and .fails by ex-
cess ivebendingwithoutbucklin~aftera.furtherincrease of axial load •
When the stiffened plate panel has fixed-ends, fixed-end moments cancel
out the internal bending moment, .and the stiffened plate pane 1 remains
straight until the axial load reaches the inelastic buckling load.
. Since the stiffened plate panels fail by excessive bending
·either with or without buckling, ,the'ul~imate .strengthof centrally
,lbadedstiffened plate ·pane1s can be obtained by. the ntimerical procedure
described in Art. ·4.2 if the 1aterql1oad parameter ,Q is taken equal to
zero . The ultima te ,s trengthcurveoflongi tudinallystiffened p1 ate
panels with a typical cross section is shown in Fig. 4.7. Cross-
sectional dimensions and material properties used in the numerical com-
putation are;
,C'i =,0.3
y 10
G - 1.0
,st
'S =0'..4'5'
I
I
I
G
rc
,G
fc
0.125
-Gft =0.3
I
I
I
In Fig. 4.8 the panellength--deflectioncurvesforthe cross
sectioh under ~onsideration are Shown..Whentheelastic buckling takes
,place before first yielding (F
cr
<0.7 Pyinthis stiffened panel), the
atiffenedp1ate panel may deflect in .either the positive or negative
direction. ·Iffhe-first yiie1dingload is sma11erthanthee1astic buck-
I
'I
I
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ling load, the direction of deflection .is dictatedby.the yield configu-
I
ration in the cross section and the ·def1ectedconfigurationof .the·
stiffened plate panel is uniquely determined.
I
I
\
Takingthenon-dim~nsiona1 ,length L as a parameter, .the numerical
results can be shown by conventional 10ad-defl'e'ctioncurves (Fig •.4.9).
For slender plate panels (L ,=4.0 .and 5.0) in which elastic buckling
takes place , ,the post-buckling strength is of neglibi 1emagnitudes.
puted by neglecting .theeccentricity .induced by partial yielding ,of
All the shorter stiffened plate panels with L .sma11erthan 3.8 start
to ,deflect at :P = n.7 P , where the stiffener flange starts yielding.y
(4.28)
(4.29)
2
P TT~) P.. l.:cr = L
-," . Y
P 2 I=(~ ) ..e Pcr "......--
..
,I Y
..
The ine las tic buckling load Pwas com-
cr
Elastic buckling
Ine lasticbuckling
are 'also shown in Fig. 4.7.
The elastic buckling load P and ine las tic buckling .10ad :P
cr . cr
the cross section.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
'I
I
I
where I is the 'moment of inertia of the elastic core -of. the 'cross
e
section.
When the stiffened plate '. pane,I1 fails after elastic buckling
(P
cr
<0.7P.y)' .theelastic buckling load Pcr gives a good approximation
of the ultimate load. ,When the plate 'panel fails .withoutbuckling
(p >O. TP) ,however, ,the 'ultimate load and the inelastic buckling lo,ad
'cr . y
do 'not show any, correlation. Neverthe1ess,.this seeming inconsistency
canbe,exp1,ainedwi ththeaid .0fFig. 4.10.
I
II
,I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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The buckling loads P P are computed on the basis of the
cr'cr
bending rigidity of the cross section, which corresponds to the slope
-of m- ~ curveatC :onthem-axis .On the other hand , ,the bending
rigi<Uty, ofa stiffened plate panel at the ultimate condition is repre-
sented by the orange 'of slopes of the section AB ,of the m-~ curve. ,If
the'm- -~ curve passes, through .the -origin,' :points A and C :coincfde ,and
a closere lationship between the ultimate load and the buckling load
can be -expected. ,If ,the m- ,~ curve oshifts from the origin, ,the ,s lope
atpointCcould be considerably different from any slope occurring on
, AB, and consequently, ,the ultimate ,strength may differ from ,theine las tic
buckling load considerab ly . Since ' thes lope -of m- ,~ curve ,depends on
the cross-sectional dimensions" the residual stress distribution, and
the magnitude "of axial ~oad, ,the slope at :point £ could be larger than the
slope on AB.This, ,in turn, ,leads to an ultimate load considerably
,smaller than the computed inelastic buckling :load.
I
From the above discussion on the ultimpte strength of a
centrally loaded, ,longitudinally stiffened plate panel, ,the -following
conclusions can be drawn.
,(1) For longitudinally stiffened plate panels with fixed-
ends, ,the ultimate load can be approximated by an elastic
(or inelastic) buckling :load.
I
I
(2) For longitudinally stiffened ~late panels with pinned-
-ends ,inwhichelasticflexural buckling takes, place,
,the elastic buckling :load gives a good approximation
of',:theultimate load.
I
I
(3) When yielding takes place 'prior toe las tic buckling
I
I
,I
I
I
I
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in a longitudinally stiffened p1ate c with pinned-
-ends, . the computed inelastic buckling load does not
appro~imate.the ultimate load, although the ecc-
ecentricityat the loading ends induced by the
partial yielding in the -cross section is small.
The 'ultimate load of the plate-panel should be
predicted by an ultimate strength analysis.
I
I
I
I
I
I~
I
I
I
4.5 SUMMARY: ON THE DEVELOPED METHOD OF ULTIMATE STRENGIHANALYSIS
A numerical method of ultimate strength analysis was deve-
loped for longitudianl1y stiffened plate panels having low bit ratios,
and programmed ·for a digital computer (G.E. 225) . The -procedure con-
sists of two steps: .(1) evaluation of moment-curvature-thrust re1a-
tionship and (2) determination of the-relationship between the ultimate
axia11oad, _1atera11oad, and panel length.
Although the procedure for the evaluation of the moment-
curvature-thrust relationship is developed for plate panels with tee
stiffeners, it is applicable to other cross sections provided that the
cross section is composed of rectangular sub-areas, ci'nd that material
properties and residual stresses are constant or vary1ine~r1y in £ach
sub-area.
After the moment-curvature-thrust 'relationship is established
the paneL1ength-def1ectiorl.' relationship is evaluated by a stepwise
integration, and the ultimate strength is determined according to ,the
instability criterion. Thus, if a moment-curvature-thrust relationship
in which the post-buckling behavior of plate components are taken into
I
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I
I
I
I
:1
I
account, is established for a-longitudinally stiffened plate panel having
a highb/t ratio, ,.itcan.beanalyzed by the same procedure.
The external loads considered in the computer program were
a centrally applied axial load and a lateral hydrostatic pressure. A
centrally loaded column was analyzed by taking lateral load to be equal
to zero. -End moments (or eccentrically applied load) generally encounter-
edin :.the beam-column problem can be .taken into ,account-by changing the
-end condition in the ,stepwise integration.
One of the -advantages of .aprocedure 'using a stepwise inte-
gration is that the column length--deflectionrelationships canbeeval-
uatedsimultaneouslyfor varii:ous end conditions •
I
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I 5. eN U MER'IC ~ L R E 'SUL T 'S A N·D P~ RAM ET 'ERS
IN FLUE N C :IN.G :U LT 'I M A TESTREN G TH
I
I
The parameters inf1uenci:ng _,the ultima testrengthof1ong-
tudinallystiffenedplate panels were -investigated by numerical com-
putation. A discussion on the effect ~f each parameter is given in this
,I chapter. The-fin<:lings can be summarized as follows:
on non-dimensiona1ized ultimate .strengthcurves.
residual stresses -in the stiffener flange is negligible.
6•. The ratio 'of the ·stiffener flange area to ,the stiffener
a highP
P
Y
-For a high
Plate slenderness ratio bit has
fail because of excessive bending.
has a small effect on the ultimate ,strength.
is advantFlgeous .
area
A f dA ' and t
. st
tio effect on the ultimate strength since the -plate panels
A
st. ,
bt
Af
A
st
The loading sequence of the axial and lateral loads may
axia11oad.
Cro,ss -sectional dimensions can be fully defined by
. influence the ultimate strength.
7.
d5. .The -parameter t does not -have any itif1uencedetectab 1e
2. Lateral load has a pronounced influence on the ultimate
are expected to
A
4. -The optimum' ~~ value is a function of ~
y
PA hP ,_a low stis adv~ntageous w i1efor a low
y bt
A
. st
bt
3.
I-
I-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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8.A stiffener whose yield .stress is higher than that in
~hep1ate could be ·used to increase the ultimate strength
without increasing ~he cross~sectiona1 area.
5.1 ,NUMERICAL .RESULTS
To investigAte the effect of various parameters, their
magnitudesweresystemtically varied. The ranges of variation of para-
meters were chosen to ,cover the most practical cross sections. They
I
I
I
.1
are the following:
A
st
bt
-A
f~
,A
, st
d
,y =
t
= 0.1 toO.5
0.15 to 0.45
5 to 15
·fixed-ends were analyzed. The data of the anlayzed cross sections are
·to,be the ,same '(G -= 1). The ultimate strength of plate panels rein-
st
forced by stiffeners with higher .yie1dstress (G
st =1) is discussed
separately in Art. 5.6. Only stiffened panels with pinned-ends and
Minor parameters, Gfc and Gft , which have little inf1uenceontheu1-
-timatestrength, were kept constant throughout the study (Gfc= -Gft =
0.3). ,The material properties of the plate and stiffeners were assumed
I
I
I
'I
I
I
"q;Ebd
·2
q 2
crAyp
0.5 to ,5.,0
I
I
listed inT~b1e 5.1.
I
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I
By performing the numerical analysis ·described in Chapters 3
and 4, not only.the ultimate axial load--lateral load--panellength
I relationship (p-Q-L) but also the 'longitudinal deflection, the lateral
deflection, . the 'curvature at mid-span, .the -s lope at pinned-end, and the
fixed-end moment were obtained at the ultimate condition. All this in-
I
formation is given in Table 5.2 for some 'of typical cross sections, .the
ultimate axial load--lateralload--panel length relationship is given in
I Table 5.3.
I
All the major parameters except for the lateral load parameter
Q influence the moment-curvature-thrust relationship. Furthermore, since.
I
I
the'geometricproperties d/r and d-/r,belongonlytothe higher order,
and almost negligible terms in the stepwise' integration, parameters Ct,.I3,
''''1 and·G 'reflect .on the ultimate strength mainly throughmoment-curva-
:rc
I
ture-thrust relationships . In the following articles , all parameters are
discussed in terms· of the ultimate axial load--lateral load--panel length
. .'
The ultimate strength curves of cross sections
're la tionships.
Results oftheultimate.strengthcalculations are represented
in the form of the ultimate strength curves which show the relationship
p(Ps.p ) and the
.t (-11TYP) fora given
r V~
between the non~dimensionalizedultimate axial load
slenderness ratio 'modified by,theyield strain (L
lateral load (Q=qEbdZ ).
0"yp ,A
I
I
'I
I
l-A,-B,and -C,(Table 5.l)are shown in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2, for pinned-end
and fixed-ends, respective ly . The l,atera 1 load parameterQ and the
I
I
residual stress parameter G
rc
to each curve.
CYrc are ,shown as parameters pertinent
CYyp
I
the ultimate strength curve intersects theL-axis.
When p ::: 0, .thestiffened plate panel behaves as a beam, and
I
I
I
I
I
I
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at
and
L'::: !~np for pinned end
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(5.1)
(5.2)
I WhenL approaches, zero, ,bending d1jle to Q vanishes and the structure
,strength curves intersect :the p-axis atp::: l.The-conditions atpI
'can ,carry ,the -axial ,load e qual to ,p
,y cr A.Thus all the 'ultima teyp
o
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
andL ::: 0 are extreme cases . .Between these two extremes , . the 'beam-
.column action '.takes 'place.
An ultimate ,strength curve can be divided into two 'portions,
.theupper and lower branches. The transition .fromthe upper to the
,lower branch .is located, roughly at the axial load at which the positive
full plastic moment of the cross section is maximum. The transition
is sometimes indicated by the sharp bend in the ultimate strength curve
as shown in Fig. 5.1 forQ ::: 4 and Q = 5. In the upper branch of the
ultimate strength curve, the ultimate strengthdecresses gradually with
the increase of L,while in the lower branch, ,the ultimate strength
curve is almost vertical under a high :lateralload.The effect of various
parameters on the 'ultimate .strengthis gradual in the upper branch, but
the lower branch rapidly changes its ,shape with a change of themagnL-
tudes of the 'parameters. .Furthermore , ' the loading:sequence -can play
an.important 'role in the -range -of the lower 'branch. The" discussion on
the'effectof the loading sequence is given in Art. 5.5.
I
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.'>.2 EFFECT OF RESIDUAL STRESSES
To 'investigate the effect of residual stressE;ls, several cross
sections were numericallyanalyzedassumingGrcO'rc=l, 1.125 and
Eryp
0.25 .. Since residual stresses in the stiffener .flangehave-nodetect-
able influence on.the moment-curvature- thrust relationship, residual
stresses in the flange were kept constant. Ultimate strength curves
for a cross section having three different .residual .stresses can be
compared in Fig. 5.1 for pinned ends and in Fig. 5.2 for fixed ends.
·Residual stresses in the plate reduce the ultimate strength
considerably. For an assumed residual stress distribution,. the larger
.the compressive resttlual stress, the greater 'is the -reduction of the
ultimate strength. The trend in the amount of the reduction in the
upper branch is quite different from that in the lower branches of
the ultimate strength curves. In the upper branch, .the effect of
residual stresses is more pronounced under a low lateral load than
under a high lateral load. In the lower branch, a high lateral load
results ina greater reduction of the ultimate ·strengththata 'low
lateral load.
Another effect of the compressive -residual ,stresses in the
plate is thereductionoLthemaximum.length .of the stiffened plate
panel which can carry.a given lateral load. This is shown in theul-
timate strength curves for Q > 2 in Fig. 5.1
Quantitatively, the amount of the 'reductionoftheultimate
axial load due to the residuBlstresses depends on the magnitqde of the
I
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I
I
lateral load Q and the ·lengthforL. ·For a given section, ,the ultimatE~
strength of .the stiffened plate pane 1 with residual stresses canb,e
obtained by.multiplying the ultimate strength of the panel .fref; ofre-
-sidual stresses by modification factor K •
r
I o (5.3)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
where "Kris a function .ofG
rc
' Q, and (p)G
rc
= 0
Computation .ofKrfrom .the numetical .results shows that for
the upper branch of the ultimate strength curves, ,the m'ldification
factorKrdepends mainly on G
rc
' Q, ,and (p)G and that the effect
rc=,p
of geometric parameters is negligible. Thus, oncetheK . function is
r
established,the upper branch of the ultimate .strength curves· for cross
sections with residual stresses canbe·easilyconstructedo'from·the exact
ultimate .. strength curves for cross sections with zero residual stress.
The graphical presentation of the K function is given in Fig. 5.8.
r
5,3 GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
Relative dimensions of a cross section are .defined·bythree
) ,
geometric parameters : stiffener area ratio .(!t, stiffenerflange·area
ratio B, ,and st:tffenerdepth ratioy. In this article the effect
of. these geometric parameters on the ultimate strength of stiffened
plate paneLs is discussed.
I
I .. 248.13(5.3)
I StiffenerAr~a Ratio 'a
I
Figures 5. 3a and 5. 3b show theu1timate strength curves for
three cross sections with' different stiffeners area ratios, a =0.1,
I
I
0.3 and'O.5. Regardless of. the other parameters, the cross sections with
the smaller a can sustain higher pIp than those with.the 1argera. The
'y
·difference in theshapeoL the 'ultimate ,strength 'curves· is due ,to ,the
I
difference in the reinforcing effect of the axial thrust on the moment-
curvature, relationship of the cross sections.
I .The study,of the numerical results showed that the modifi-
less than 1%.
'The 'variation ofKdueto .thevariation of the other parameters· is
Ci
cation factor 'fora (Fig. 5.9) is mainly dependent on Ci, Q, and (p) ~O. 3.
(5.4)(p) a'==O. 3
I
I
I
I
To ,find the most· favorab 1e ·magnitudeof .a, ,it is necessary
,to make a comparison of the ultimate strength of . stiffened plate panels
·having the same"cro,ss-sectional area A, ,length -t, andlatera1.10ad q.
results inLand Q of .different
I
I
Since geometric properties rand bd 2
A
varywithCi , .thechange in a
magnitudes fora given set of A,
".
I
t, and q. Therefore ,L-p ,curves are not appropriate fora direct com-
parison.Thenumericalresults are replotted in Fig. 5.4 using a new
I and lateral load parameter qE 2. Abis the cross-O'yp
I
I
sectional area per unit ~idth.
A.~ '- b
I
I
I
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ener flange
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
In this figure, it is seen ~hat the most favorable magnitude of avarie3
according to ,the 'magnituqeof the axial load. For high pip , a smally
ais advantageous, while a large a is advantageous·for low pip.y
.StiffenerFlange Area RatioS
In Fig. 5.5 are shown the 'ultimate .strengthcurvesof three
cross sections with different stiffener flange area ratios" S =0.15,
0.30 ,and 0.45, respectively. Thechange'of the shape of the ultimate
strength curve due to the variation of S is considerably smaller than
that ,due to ,the variation of a.Themodification 'factorforthestiff-
area ratio,K
S
' is found to be dependent on the magnitude
-of, Sand on the -non-dimensionalized axial .thrust.p/p •y
I (5.6)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The effect of other parameters on, ,the modification factorK
S
is prac-
tically negligible. The modification factor ~urves aresbowni~Fig.
5.10.
L (J
To ,find the optimum magnitude 'of, Q, a p/pvs A.:.( yp
"'y' , • -0 E.
'plot is made for the.same sections discussed above (Fig. 5.6). Inthe
range of S ivestigated numerically, the larger the magnitudeofS, the
stronger the "stiffened plate, pane 1 becomes . However, the largest
permissible stiffener flange area ratio is limited by the plate 'slender-
ness of the stiffener web needed to present local :buckling. ,The plate
slenderness of the stiffener web is given by
I
I
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Since '13 is less than 1, the plate .slenderness of the .web
I
I
d
w
=
Z
Y
ber (1-13)
t
(5.7)
I d/w increases with an increase in 13. .When d/wis larger than a certain
I
value, .localbuckling of the stiffener web would take place prior to
the ultimate failure of the stiffened plate panel. The buckling load
I of the stiffenerweb.depends on the stress distribution in the structure.The precise prediction of the buckling load of the .stiffener web re-
I
I
quires·aninvolvedanalysis and is b€lybndthe scope of this paper. How-
ever, a.safe value can be taken as that given by the AISCspecification
'for plastic des ign: (73)
I dw ~ 43~yp (5.8)
I where·cris inksi.yp
I .Stiffener Depth Ratioy
relationship, except
·This is easily under~
The stiffener depth ratio, y = i, does not give a detect-
t
.qEbdZ
0' ZAyp
able difference in the '~q_ .'~., /O'yp
y E
in the vicinity ofP/P :::0.
yI
I
I stood bec~usethevariationofy hardly affects the non-dimensionlizedmoment-curvature-thrustrelationship. If the plate thickness is neglected
I
I
in the calculation of moment-curvature-thrust relationship, .cross
sections with various y values produce identical moment-curvature-
thrust relationships.
I
I
I
I
I
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The absolute "value of the 'ultimate axial load, ,however,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
varies with the'magnitude-ofy. Ass40wninFig. 5.~ a high~ry gives
a greater ultimate ,strength. ,Since the plate slenderness of ,the
stiffenerweb:is proportional to ,the square of y (Eq•. 5.7) the maximum
permissible 'magnitueeofy is again determined bya limiting va1ue'of
the plate slenderness of the stiffener web d/w.
5.4 EFFECT :OFLATERALLOAD
The ultimate strength curves ofa cross section ,{Section 1)
are shown in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2 for several magnitudes of lateral load.
The effect of lateral load is seen in the reduction of ultimate axial
load. Another in,terestingeffectof 1at-era1 load is the change of shape
of the ultimate strength curve of pin - ended stiffened plate panels
(Fig. 5.1). Although the upper branches of the ultimate strength ,curves
are more or less of the same shape, .the lower branches change their
shape ,according to the magnitude of the lateral load. Under a high
'lateral, load, ,the slope of the ultimate ,strengthcurveonL-axis is
positive ,showing the reinforcing effect of the axial thrust.
,Since the 'maximum length of the stiffened plate panels
which can carry the given high lateral load is found at a certain
,axial ,load other than zero, for the pane 1s shorter than the maximum
'length ,and longer than .the panel whichfai 1s as a beam, ,twoul timate
axial loads exist. For such panels the ultimate axia:1 load is depend-
ent on the lo.ading sequence.
,A quantitative ,study,of the effect of lateral load was
End Restraint
made by_rearranging numerical results in the-following form:
5.5 END RESTRAINT AND LOADING 'SEQUENCE
~1 sec -1 (- 1 + seC
Q
: 1-1) (5.10)
Ql
(J ) approx.q
u
1
Equation 5.10 is derived from an approximate ,so lution.
J ( kT r.: Q2) = (L)' '-q 2J..o1P, Q
l
- _ ,·Q=Q2 (5.9)
- (L) Q~Q"
1
A plot of these results (Fig. 5.11); showed that the modi-
Only two 'end conditions, pinned-end and fixed-end, were
248.13
(5.5)
numerically analyzed. In the upper branch of the ultimate .strength
where
curve, stiffened plate panels with fixed-ends showed up to ,about 25%
fication factor Jrcanbe approximated by the following :equation.
The detailed derivation is given in Appendix 10.4.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
greater ultimate -axial load than panels_ wi thpinned ends. The increase
.of the strength due . to ,the end restraint becomes noticeab le for small
I lateral load and high stiffener area ratio .
I
I
I
.Becauseof its consistency, .anexpression _of the -effect
of end restraint in terms of the length of the stiffened plate panels
which fail at a given combination of axial and lateral load is preferred
over an expression of this-effect in terms of ultimate axial load. The
-length conversion curve derived fromtheapprQximate analysis (Fig. 5.12)
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
gives good correlation with numerical results. Thederiviation of the
. length conversion curve is described in Appendix 10.4. Using Fig. 5.12
one can predict the ultimate strength curve of stiffened plate panels
with fixed ends from the established ultimate strength curves of pin
ended stiffened plate panels without numerical analysis.
Loading Sequence
As described in Art. 5.4, under high .lateral load the
reinforcing effect of axial thrust appears in the 'ultimate strength
curve. In such cases, the loading sequence -controls the'combination
of axial and lateral load at collapse. To illustrate this, a p-Q-L
interaction curve·for Section l-B is given· in Fig. 5.13. The curve'
shows the relationship betweenp and Q at collapse forL- 1. 5. The
domain enclosed bythe'curveand the two axes corresponds tothe·com-
binations of p .and Q under which the .stiffened plate panel .is stable.
Whenp = 0, .the stiffened plate panel acts as a beam
and can carry lateral. load Q determined by simple plastic theory . _Due
o
,to the reinforcing .actionofaxial .thrust, the maximum lateral load
o that the stiffened plate can sustain is realized under axial load
'max
Pl = a.48. To achieve -the ultimateconditionp=l\and Q = ~aX:'
.the load must be applied in such a manner that the combination of axial
and lateral .loads always s~ays inside the interaction curve until the
ultimate-condition is reached.
If lateral load is increased to its maximum before the
application .of the axial load, .the stiffened plate panel fails at:
[-=0 andQ =Q , and it cannot realize the combination, P=P l and Q=O.o . 'max
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
When Lis large, the reinforcing .effectof the axial
\
thrust disappears as shown bya curve forL=3 in Fig .. 5. 8. For such
..~\
·stiffened pl~\:e panels, .the loading sequence has no effect on the 'ul~
\
\
.,
timate.strength unless significant strain reversal is produced.
.5.6HYBRID.SECTION
To ·achievethemo)st 'economical design of the structure,
hybrid constructltonis successfully adopted in many. cases. A plate
-panel reinforced by stiffeners with high yield stress was numerically
analyzed to investigate the feasibility .. of hybrid construction in
stiffened plate panels. The cross section analyzed is identical to
the Section l~Bexceptthattheyieldstress ofthe·stiffener is twice
as great as the· yie ldstress of the plate (~st=2)
The ultimate strength curves for this hybrid section
are compared with thosefortre' uniform section (Section I-B) in Fig.
5.l4a(pinned ends) and 5.l4b (fixed ends) • For the ·stiffened plate
panels with fixeden.ds the use ,of ·stiffeners with high yield stress
increases the ultimate .strengthconsiderab ly. This is the result of
the -delay .of plastification of the· stiffener flange ·at :the ends . For
the·stiffenedplate-panelwithpinned ends, . the difference between
ultimate strength curves .fora hybrid and a uniform section is re-
p
lative ly. small for the . intermediate values of p.
y
Although there are not enough numerical data to draw
... definite conclusion, . the use of hybrid construction in longitudinally
stiffened plate panels with fixed ends appears to be promising..A more
extensive .study.ofhybrid stiffened plate panels with pinned ends ·is de-·
sirable.
I
I
I
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6. ULT 'I MA T 'ESTR E N GTH CHARTS FOR
;..15
I '.A NA L YS I S AND DE SIGN
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The method of ultimate strength analysis of longitudinally
stiffenedp1a te pane 1s is described in the preceeding chapters. In
pract~ce an exact numerical analysis may prove to be too time consuming
and therefore impractical. If the compiled numerical results are
available in proper chart forms, the ultimate strength analysis of a
plate-stiffener combination or the selection of the most advantageous
combination for design can be made without conducting a numerical anal'-
ysis;. Since the' know~ and unknown quantities are different for anal-
ys,is, and for design, the analysis and design by charts are discussed,
separately.iri::t;:his chapter.
6.1 STANDARD CROSS SECTION
In this chapter, a standard cross section is intro-
duced as a· basis for the analysis and design of ·stiffened plate panels.
·The "Standard Cross Section" refers to a specific, numerically an~lyzed
section. An estimate of the ultimate axial load for a given plate
panel is obtained by modifying the ultimate load for the Standard Cross
--Section.
Since ,the geometric parameters of Sectionl(see Table
5.1) are the-approximate mean values of the cross-sectional dimensions
of practical. plate pane 1s, Section1-A was selected as the Standard
Cross Section in order to avoid excessive ·d·ifferences in the geometric
parameters between a given plate panel and the Standard Cross Section.
in Table 4.1.
EXAMPLES OF ANALYSIS
The stiffened panel used in example is Specimen. T-5
-76>
1.96
0.234, modification: factor Kis
r
60.875 ' 39. 7 3
L 135 29. 6xlO
p=0.889
read from Fig. 5.8
Forp=O. 889, Q = 0.689 and G
.rc
ForLL96and Q = 0.689, ,the Standard Section gives (Fig .. 5.1)
248.13
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3)
1) Nnn-dimensionalized lengthL i,s
panel length, cross-sectional dimensions, .material properties and residual
,The modification is illustrated by the -following example.
When a longitudinally stiffened plate panel is to be analyzed ,
described in Art. 4.3. Values of parameters for this specimen are given
stresses in the panel are known. From this information parameters Q',
_2)
with .modificationfactors K , K , K , consE;cutively.
r Q' S .
modifying .the ultimate axial load ·fortheStandard Section(seeArt. 6.1)
6.2 ANALYSIS OF LONGITUDINALLY :STIFFENED PLATE PANELS
The Standar~ Cross Section is free of resitlual stresses.
e,y, GrcandLcan be computed. ,An estimate of the ultimate axial load
that.the panel can sustain under a given lateral load can be obtained by
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
K=0.939
r
P is then modified byK
r
.
p= K p-= 0.939 x 0.889
r r
0.834
I
I
I
I
I
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4) ModificationfactorKQ' is found in Fig •. 5.9 for Pr
and Q' =0.519.
K = 0.918Q'
-77
0,834, Q = 0.689
5.10.
Modification'fors is carried out in a sirnillar manner using Fig.I
I
5)
p =X P =0.918 x 0.834
Cit Cit .• r
0.765
I
I
I
1.028 (for p = 0.765,S = D.392)Q'
K P = L028 x 0.765 =0.786S Q'
6) The ultimate axial load is then evaluated as follows:
This value -of P =670. kips obtained by the use 'of the modi-
·ficationfactors compares very favorably with the results obtained by
an experiment and by an exact analysis as shown in the following
I
tabulation.
Ultimate Axial Load (ksi) Error
I
I
~I
Test Result
Exact Analysis
. Estimation using
Modification Factors
684
676
670
-1.2%
, -2.1%
I
I
I
\:1
"
6.3 . DESIGN OF 'LONGITUDINALLY STIFFENED PLATE PANELS
A ship at sea is subjected toa longitudinal bending moment
produced by the non-uniformly distributed weight of the.shipand its
contents, and by the supporting .bouyancy. The ship's hull behaves as a
I
I
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I
I
I
beam in bending, provided all the component parts of the structure
maintain the· configuration of the tubular hull girder. (71,72) . The
bottom plate panel must withstand the imposed- loads without excessive
deformation or instability until the hull develops its ultimate strength.
The ·loads to which the whole ·bottomplatepanel is sub-
jectedat-failure -of the hull areas follows:
Axial Compression:
I
I
I
or
,\xial Tension:
ML.F.
Pt.=-::-s_a""g--:::-__
K .Dh
P =M_=h-,og",---::L~._F_.
c KDh
(6.1)
Dh depth of hull
I
I
I
where
~og
·L.F.
K
maximum sagging moment at service
maximum hogging moment at service
load ·factor
coefficient,dependent on the type of
hull structure
I
I
I
.In addition to the axial load, the bottom plating .is
subjected to·a :lateral load due to ·the water pressure and the weight
of the cargo stored on. top of the· bottom .plate pane 1. When the cargo
is a liquid as in .tankers, the lateral load becomes hydrostatic, .and
the intensity of lateral hydrostatic pressure is given by,
I-
I
I
where
q =(Yd - Y H )L.F.
w s ·c s
y = unit,-weight of water
.w
Yc unit: weight of cargo
draft
.(6.2)
H
s
depth of fluid cargo in the tank
I
I
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The appropriate values of the load factor are not yet ~e11
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
established at present. Furthermore, ,the proper load factor for axial
loads may differ from the 10ad~factorforthe'lateral load. However,
,the determination of the load factors is beyond the scope-of this study.
Once the principal dimensions, the form, the general arrange~
ment :of t1l:ne ship are decided upon, ,the longitudinal bending ,moments
encountered ,in service·canbe estimatedonthebasifS of an assumed
distributionofbouyancy. Using an adequate load factor, one cancom~
putetheu1timate loads acting on the bottom plate pane 1 from E;qs. 6.1
and 6.2. The unsupported length .of the plate panel twill be determined
by the requirement for the transverse strength of the hull. Thede ~
sign.ofthebottom plate panels thus becomes a problem of determining
the lightest .combination of a plate and stiffeners fora given com-
bination of axial and lateral loads and a given length ,f,.
p - 'Q- L Curve
'.the relative dimensions of the cross section Q',e, Y and
the plate thickness tare the '.unknown quantities to be determined. The
ultimate strength curve ·(p-Q-L.curve) used in the analysis of the
plate panel is not adequate for the design procedure, since the prin-
cipa1 parameters p, Q andL include the unknown quantities Q', e y ,
and t.
.Anew setHof non-dimension~lized parameters is introduced
for the axial and lateral loads and the length of the plate panel.
p= p (1 +0') = P
c'
cr Btyp
I
I
I
I
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1+0'Q ;:: Q D
2
L =L R
qE
-2-
O'yp ,
-80
(6.3)
I
I
where Bis the breadth of the·ship.
As seen in the righthand.terms ofEq. 6.3, onc~the yield stress of the
plate is decided upon, new parameters are defined by known quantities
except for the plate thickness t. The results of the numerical analysis
and yvalues, and one of gesignconditionsQ. Neither p nor ·L are
are -shown in Fig. 6.1. ,Each curve 'represents a specified set .of a,e,
I
I
are rearranged in ,terms of p Q "and L. Some'of the p , Q ,Lcurves
I
I
defined by design conditions unless plate thickness t is assumed.
However, ratio of pto L is independent of the plate thickness and can
be determined from the design conditions.
~ P E"c:
.a = =
L Bt 3 (6.4)0'yp
The relation givenbyEq. 6.4 is expressed in Figure 6.1 by a straight
.line which passes through the origin of the L-and p -axes and whoseI
I
slope is Pc ;:~3. Any coordinate (L, P) on the straight . line
Bl, O'yp
I
I
I
I
satisfies all the design conditions except-for the lateral load. .Since
the lateral load is represented by the parameter "Q, which is pertinent
to a p - Q - L curve, ,the intersection of the straight line and a p -
Q- L curve gives the coordinate (L, p) for the given lateral load and
,I
I
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a set of a,S, an~ y.
coordinate (L, p) as:
.Therequired plate thickness is given from the
I
I
t
p
c
(J . Bypp
total cross -sectional .area of the' plate and stiffeners is <given 'by
Sim e . a p, Q, ,Lcurve 'extends from p-axis to L-axis
the straight line in.tersects the p - Q -Lcurve for any combination 9f a,
(6.6)
(6.5)
(1 + 01) B tA
plate thickness vary according ,to the magnitudes of .0/,13, and"Y.The
t
or
S, and y,However"the coordinate (L, p) and consequently the required
I
,I
'I
I
I
I
I
Comparing ,the total cross sectional areas for various
setsoLOI, 13, ,y in the' practical range, ,one can select 01, 13, y, and the
I
I
'pla tethickness so that ,the .. total cross sectional area becomes a minimum.
. Once 01,13 ,y, ,and tare selected the actual size of .the.stiffeners can
be determined from the definitions of a,S, and Y as'follows:
'I
I
Stiffener depth:
'Web thickness:
Stiffener area:
w
d = yt
'.=,0t->.,(l_-..;..B....) B
Y
A
st = 01 b t
(6.7)
Whereb'is the stiffener spacing.
I
I
~Flange -area: A=S A
-f st
I
I
I
I
'I
I
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b
Since plate slenderness,t has no effect in this anaylsis,
.the stiffener spacing is not given in this, analysis. To complete the
design~of a stiffened plate panel, either the cross-sectional area of
a stiffener or the stiffener spacing must -be decided from a consideration
other, than this strength analysis . The stiffener cross ~sectional area
,stiffened plate ·panel.
at least ,-equal to, or greater than the ultimate axial load of the
A study of the strain distribution in the cross section
,would be influenced by the availability_of the structural sections which
(6.8)
A
st
at
b
inevitably,takes place either in the elastic or plastic range. To
prevent -premature 'local buckling , the plate ,s lendernessof the plate
components should be of such magnitude that the plate buckling load is
conform ,to the givenS and y. The consideration of the construction
cost may affect the selection of the stiffener spacing. ,Whenthestif-
-fenerto be Qsed is chosen first, the stiffener spacing is given by
Longitudinally stiffened plate panels consist of three
'plate components; _the plate "the stiffener flange and the stiffener web.
.When .platecomponents are subjected ,to axial compression, plate buckling
'Limitations on the Plate and Stiffener:Dimensions
I
I
I
I
I
,I
I
I
I
I
I
I
"
I
at the 'ultimate condition shows that the ,strain in the plate does not
great lyexceed the y,ie Id strain,. but the strains in the stiffeners may
become-much greater than the yield strain. A precise plate slenderness
requirement is not yet available for the strain conditions of the
structure described above. For design, however, the requirements of
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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various specifications derived for more or less similar conditions
will serve as a gtlide. According to the AISC :Specification(73) the
plate slenderness requirements areas follows:
£..~ 44,/33
plate: t . O'yp
,.m~ ~43vJ~-.
stiffener web: wO'yp
b f < 8.5 ,f!3
stiffener flange: ,..,.t
f
- v yp
yield stress'a is in ksiyp
Design Chart
In the design procedure described above, ~"Q, L curves
must.be prepared for various sets of Of, 13, andy. Since the lateral
load parameter Q and the residual stress parameter G varyforeach
rc
set of Of ,13, and y, .thenumberof curves would become considerable.
For design it is desirable to -present all curves on the same ,sheet of
paper. .However ,the 'crowdingof curves greatly hamper·s the -reading
of p. Bya clQsestudy of p, Q, ,L curves for all sets of Of, .13, and
y, the following observations were'made:
1. The modification factor, .that is , the 'ratio between
pforthe 'Standard.Sectionand p for the given section in .which only
,one cof .the threegeometr'ic.~Rarametersdiffers from the Standard
~
: Section, ,is a function of .pfortheStandard Section ,Q, ,and the
geometric parameter under the consideration.
.2. The ·valueof p ( q'~l' yi> is obtained with reasonable
accuracy (less than 4% error): by modifying p for the ,Standard Section
with the three modification factors described in Item 1 for three
different section.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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3. The above discussion is also valid fora section
:with residual .stresses, .ifthe-Standard Section is considered to have
the same residual stress· parameters as the given ·section.
Three 'modification charts were constructed with the above
reasoning ·in mind. By ,using these charts, one can execute the 'modi-
·fication graphically,'instead of multiplying modification factors
numerically. Each modificat·ion chart consists of a set -of curves
.for various values of Q and the geometric parameter under consideration.
The 'coordinates -of a curve give values -of pbefore and after the
.modification..InFig.6.2.is shown a sketch of three modification
charts and the p-Q -Lcurves fort:heStandard-Section..Therequired
plate thickness t for a cross section :withCi= Cil'13 =13 1 , ,y = Yl' and\,
Q = Q is evaluated as follows:( 1
1) Obtain pfortheStandard Section and Q =Ql .as
described in .the preceding section, .point ·A.
.2) Proceeding:horizontally ,from. point. A, .find the
appropriate-modification .curvefory =yland Q = Ql' pointB.
3) Proceeding vertically from pbintB , find the
appropriate modification curve for S = 13 1' pointC.
4) Proceedinghoriz ontally to the right: from point C ,
,find the appropriate modification curve for a =Cil ' and Q =Ql' pointD .
.5) Drawing .the vertical line through pointD, find the
fina 1 valuePfonthe Pf-axis.
6)Using:the final Pf' determine the plate thickness t
from E q. 6. 5 .
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Complete ,design charts for pinned end and fi*edend
stiffened plate panels are given in,Figs. 6.3 ,and 6.4, respectively.
,On these charts , a scale for the value of "a" is given on an inclined
axis. The design condition is easily,placed on the chart by drawing
astraightlineconnecting.the origin of the L - paxis and the given
point on the a-scale.
An illustrative example of the design procedure of a
stiffened plate pane lis given in Appendix 10.3.
"J
~I
I
I
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7..S UM M.A R Y
A1ongitudinallystiffene,d plate I'ane1is composed of a
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
plate and equally spaced tee stiffeners. It is subjected to ,the combined
action of an axial load applied at .the 'ends and a hydrostatic pressure
acting 9n the plate surface.
This dissertation presents the result of an investigation
into .theu1timate strength of longitudinally stiffened plate panels
h~K_~l.o_w~b.f-t_r_a.tJos!---The study: can be divided into two ,parts: .1) the ~_
investigation of the parameters which have an effect on the-ultimate
strength of longitudinally stiffeQed plate panels and 20. the development
of the design procedure which provides the most advantageous structure
without requiring ,excessive design time.
The investigation is summarized in the following numbered
paragraphs.
7.1 METHOD OF ANALYSIS
When the plate slenderness of the p1a tecomponents of the
cross section is small the ultimate .strengthwas determined using the
-following steps:
1. Moment-curvature re1ationshipofthecro.ss section was ~.
I
I
',1
r
1'1
~i
computed for a given axial load.
2. Using ;theestablished moment-curvaturere 1ationship
the panel. length-deflection relationship was evaluated
by a stepwise integration.
.3, The length of the stiffened pane 1, for which a given
.1oad is the ultimate load, was determined by means
t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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of an instability criterion.
4. The ~bove steps were repeated for various axi~l
loads, and the ultimate strength curve (ultimate
axial lo.ad vs. panel length curve) was constructed
fora given cross section.
All the·computations.were'carried outona digital com-
puter,.G.E. 225. Numerical results showed good, correlation with the
'experimental results obtained previously. (36,37)
7 . 2 MOMENT -CURVATURE -THRUST RELATIONSHI P
l.
Due'to·the upsymmetry in geometry and residual stress
.distribution,momentvs.curvature(m- ~) curves of longitudinally
.stiffened plate pane Is differconsiderab ly. from ·tho,se of symmetric
sections, such as WF ·shapes. .The 'main differences are:
1. Branches of an m- ~ curve in positive . (plate in
compression) and negative (plate intension) bending are not identical.
The cross section usually. has a· greater capacity for pos itivebending
than for negptive bending.
2. Axial thrust does not necessarilyred~ce the
flexural rigidity. of the·cross section. In positive 'bending, .a~ial
thr'ust may have a . reinforcing .effectontheflesural .rigidi ty' of the
'cross. section.
-7. 3 PARAMETERS
Theultirm te strengthoi a longitudinally stiffened
plate pan. el depends on the following parameters :
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1. Residual stresses
2. Intensity of hydrostatic pressure
3. Stiffener area ratio ,(A /bt)
st
4. .Stiffener flange area ratio(A/A)
st
5. Stiffener depth 00 plate thickness ratio (d/t)
The analysis of the numerical results revealed the
following trends in the effect of these· parameters on the "ultimate
.strength:
-88
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1. Restdual stresses in.the plate have considerable
effect on the ultimate.strength, .while the effect
of residual stresses in the stiffener. flange . is
negligible.
.2. Hydrostatic pressure' on the plate ·surfacein-
fluences the ultimate axial load considerably.
.3. The optimum stiffener area ratio is a function of
the slenderness of the ·stiffened plate panel. For
a long stiffened plate panel, a high Ast/bt is
advantageous, while a low Ast/bt is advantageous
for a short stiffened plate paneL (Fig. 5.4)
4. Thestiffe:'uerflange area ratio A/Asthas only
a small ~ffectonthe 'ultimate strength.
5. A higher stiffenerdepthto'plate thickness I:atio
dlt gives a greater ultimate strength. Nevertheless,
since a change indltleads to,a sensitive ,change
in-the plate slenderness of the plate components,
bit .and dlw, the magnitude of the applicab led/t
is limited by the plate slenderness requirement.to
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
prevent local buckling.
In the -analysis, parameters were 'varied one -at a time,
_and the total cross-sectional area was keptconst-ant.
.7 .4 DESIGN CHART
A wide'variation.of a stiffener-plate combination is
possible in the longitudinally .stiffened plate 'panels .No .straight
-forward analytical approach is available for finding .anopt.imumcom-
binationof .theplate and stiffenerE ..A trisl and error procedure
would require too much time and labor to be -practical.
A design chart was developed by ,reorganizing .thenumeri-
cal results, on which _the optimum combination of geometric parameters,
A/bt '/.f/Aand d/tcan be easily obtained fora given set of
. st .st
materLilproperties, loading, panel length" and an assumed residual
stress distribution. The actual dimensions of the cross section can
be determined to.conformto ,these optimum geometric parameter-so
·7.5 LIMITATION OF PRESENT STUDY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The present ultimafestrengthanalysis dealt only with;
a - limited range -of longitudinally stiffened plate pane ls • The most
i~portantlimitationwasitnj:>osed by the assumption that-local buck-
ling does not take place until. the ultimate load is' reacheQ.. This
assumption imposes a reguirement that the plate ,slenderness be less
than aPRroximately 44 -for astee 1 with a yield stress of 33 k~i. -rt:...----~~~
Inpractice,nowever, there are many occasions where a larg~late
slenderness would be 'used.An opini6n,has been ,expressed_ that a maximum
I
I
I
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plate slenderness of about 60 . provides. a well balanced design:(2).
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To investigate the ultimate strength of longitudina.lly stiffened Qlate
Qanels of such .dimensions , the analysis should take into ,account the
p~t-bucUing .behavior of the plate. -Furthermore, ,it would be desirabl~_
-tQ.,,;,PEsentthe results of suchan analy'~is in the form of a design
char~t b s5milarto th9..sedeve loped inD.~his study.
In the present study, only the lateral load acting
;on the outer surface of the plate was considered. It is possible.
however, .. to ,have a net hydrostatic pressure 'on the stiffener side of
the plate -also ,especially in the bottom plating of _tankers. Due to
the unsymmetry.of the -cross section,. the behavior of stiffened plate
-panels is expected to be somewhat different depending .on the direction
of the lateraLload. The analysis of longitudinally ·stiffened plate
panels under axial load and lateral loads acting on the stiffener side
-of the-plate can be ·conducted using the computer program developed
in this study.
Although the 'primary concern in the design of bottom
plating of ships is the combined act-ionof compression and lateral
load, .longitudina llystiffened plate pane ls may also ·experience ten-
sionand shea.rin varying proportions and directions. Noultimate
-strength analysis of longitudinally .stiffened plate panels subjected
to ,these -external loads is available at present. To ·achieve -the
rational design of bottom plating ,of ships, ,more information on the
-loading and on the inelastic behavior of stiffened plate panels under
various loading.conditions would be 'necessary.
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A
A
_st
A
- f
_A
e
Apc
Apt
Dh
dD = 11-
t
d
area-of the cross section
area of the cross section of the stiffener
area of the cross section of _the ,stiffener flange
cross-sectional area per unit ~idth
area of elastic core-of the-cross section
-area-of the part of the cross section yielded
in .compression
_area of the part of the 'cross section yielded in
tension
breadth _of a ship
;spacingofthe stiffener
width of stiffener flange
!
width of tensile residual stress zone in the plate
width of compressive residual stress zone-in,the
plate
depth of hull
depth of a stiffener
distance -from elastic neutral axis to the extreme
-fibre in the plate
I
I
I
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distance from elastic neutral axis to ,the extreme
fibre in the stiffener flange
I
I
I
I
E
G
st
G
'rc =
modulus of elasticity
I
I
I
I,
I
I
G'
,'fc
H
H
s
H
I
I
e
J q
J
,e
K
r
K
O!
h
(J Ayp
depth of fluid cargo ,inth,e tank
resultant force acting on the Cl:'OSS section'in
z-direction
moment of inertia of the cross ,section
moment of inertia of the' elastic core ·ofthe·cross
section
modification factor for lateral load
modification factor for end restraint
modification factor for residual stress
modification factor for stiffener area ratio
I
I
I
'K'
8
L'= ,(Jyp 1.
E r
L ,= .,O'yp 1.
E t
L.F.
modification factor for stiffener flange "area ratio
.load factor
length of a longitudinallY,stiffened plate panel
I
I
I
I
'I
I
I
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M
~og
M
sag
M
np
M
nn
M
m ----
(:J ~Syp
M
mnp ~
(:J Syp
N
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bending moment
hogging moment
sagging moment
full plastic moment of the cross section in
positive bending
full plastic moment of the cross section in
negative·· bending
axia 1 .thrus t
I
I
I
n
p
p
c
P
t
p
cr
N
(:J Ayp
axial thrust acting ,at mid-span
external.axialload
external compressive axial load
external ,tensile axial load
elastic column buckling ,load
I
I
p
cr
P , <:1 AY yp
. P
P = P
y
P
cP =
<:1 Btyp
ine las tic column buckling load
II
I
I'
I
I
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qE
Q = -2
O"yp
q
r
R
r
t
-s
S Sbt -2bt
S
s
·S f
-:: ds p
t
Vd2 E
v = --1-
O"Ar O"ypyp
v
w
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hydrostaticpressur~
radius of gyration of the cross section
section modulus for the stiffenerflartge
gradient of a structure-load-deflection.curve
gradient of a loading~system 10ad-defJectidn
curve
length .of the outer surface -of the· plate
'corresponding .topartofthecentrodial axis
with length ds
a segmental length of the centroidal axis in
the stepwise integration
thickness of the plate
thickness of the stiffener flange
resultant force acting :onthe cross section in
y-direction
t;hickness ofthe.stiffener web
I .y 1.r
I
I
I
y
z =~/~
r E
z
. lateral deflection
distance between loading ends
stiffener area ratio
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I
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'V'
Vii
'VC'c
'€
€l
. €2
€c
€y
€yt
eyc
eyt
'€yc
t yp =
(1yp .
E
.. O'ste::
st = E
O'rc~~c=-­E
e·fc=O'fc
---E
eft ~ (1ft
- E
€pil
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ratio of the ,stiffener depth to "the thickness
of the plate
unit weight of water
unit weight of cargo
strain
strain at the'outersurface of the'plate
.strain in the ,stiffener .flange
str'ain at the centroid
yield strain
tensile yield strain
compressive yield .strain
effective tensile yield strain
effective compressive yield strain
r-esidual strain
plastic strain at the lowest fiber of the 'i-th
sub-area
plasticstrainat:the upper most~iberof the i-th
sub-area
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,
-
1"1
np
e
a
ayp
ast
arc
a fc
Oft
~ 0,0y
, 0 00~ =.0
Y
-'-.
,0
00
0 O'yp
Y Ed 2
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distance from ,the elastic neutral axis
distance·from the'outer surface of the plate
to the lowest fiber of thei-th sub-area
distance from the outer surface of the plate
to the upper most fiber of thei-th sub-area
distance from the elastic neutral axis to the
neutral axis offullyplastified cross section
in positive bending
distance from the elastic neutral axis to the
neutral axis of fully plastified cross section
in negattvebending.
slope
stress
yield stress of the plate
yield stress of the stiffener
compressive residual stress in the plate
residual stress at the stiffener flange tip
residual stress at the center of the stiffener
'flange
curvature
curvature at mid~span
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Geometric constants included in Eqs. 3.24 and 3.25 are
10.1 MOMENT-CURVATURE-THRUST 'RELATIONSHIP
d
t
d+t
t
w
t,
,are ·defined by the residual stress dis-
b
and rcT
Geometric 'Constants
b
rtAmong them, T
tribution.
d1
d '2
I
I
I
I
I brtb =Brt
\1
I
I
I
(10.1)
b
:rcT-
The 'rest of the' geometric constants are 'expressed by the algebraic
A
'combinations of non-dimensionlized geometric parameters, 01 = .st
ht
A
.S=--! _dAand,y t Using geometric parameters, 01, ,B, .and y, . one
_st
can express all sub-sectional sreas, and lengths parallel and per-
pendiculartothe stiffener web ,are given as linear functions·of
ht, tand b, respectively.
I
I A (1 + OI)bt
A - OIbtstI
I
'Af Ole bt
(10.2)
I
I
'Then,the section modulus , .' the eros's -sectiona1-~areaand the··basic
Using these same -parameters, .thesection mo.du1us forthe·stiffener
(10.6)
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(10.4)
(10.3)
2 2
- (1 -a)Y ) (1+ ·a)b!J (10.5)
~ .+ a
0'(1 . - '6) b
Y
d
1
(1 + Y _~Q'(1-e)y)t
1 + a
d = 'Vt
d = ~+ y -~a(l-e)y
. 2 1 + a
. w =
D=d2 = .~ +y - ~a(l - 8)Y
2 t 1 + a
AA .=-
bt bt
! 2
(~ +(k _y)2 + O'(1-6)'V
S ~ 12' 2 3
d .~ + Y - ~O'(1-8)Y
'. D1 = t 1= 1 + Y - 1 + a
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By Eqs .. 10.1 through 10.6,. all geometric constants· are obtained in
terms of a, ,6, 'V, ,and Brtonly.
linear dimensions ar~ non-dimensionalizedto:
f1 1 b 2. ange S becomes a inearfunction .of t:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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(10.8)
btd D2 2
--=-
S .Sbt
~=Q'(1-8)
by
d .- t ~. 1+ Y
t
d
't=y
. AdZ ' A.DZ.. -' -lJt·
-- .S S
bt
.,
D 6 (.( ) 2( G -CJo· 2 D2 )--:1- COl G1 - CJo 2 :C j3 --1 _2(j?S 'L: J ----- 3
bt j=l ~
Using Eqs •. 10.7, Eqs. 3.24 and 3 . 25 become:
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I
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I
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,
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.Equation 10.8 can be . further rearranged as auadraticfunction ofGl :
I
I
I
I
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I
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where
AG.2 _ 2BG - CO
1 1
·A =,~ C"lj=lJ
C
-to7
(10.10)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Selection of G1
Coefficients C. are dependent on the yield configuration.
J
The 'yield configuration is defined by ··<.pand Gr..When the true yield
. configuration corresponding toa set of <.PI and n values is known,the
yield configuration corresponding to a slightly.increased curvature<.P2
(<.P2 = <.PI +6<.p) would be (1). the same, or (2) slightly different .
. (i) When the 'yield configuration is the .same, .. the
correct set of coefficents is obtained by
assuming Gl to ·be equal to thatfor<.P1 (Ga=G1).
·The true va:lueofG is given by solving 10.10.
c
(2) When the yield configuration is different, .the
coefficients obtained under the above mentioned
assumption .are'notcorrect. However,the
solution ofEq.lO.lO with such ~ncorrectcoef-
ficients gives G somewhat largerthanGdue
c a
to an increase in <.P. By using G
c
' a newset.of
Iequation 10.10 does not :haverea1roots.Insuch a case, the assumed
Gis increased by a small amount 5 Gand the whole procedure is re-
a
is achieved, that is when ~cequa1s Ga .
. If the ,selected coefficients are not correct, it is {:\ossib1e that
I
I
I
I
I
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coefficients are obtained and the same procedure
is repeated until the correct yield configuration
peated.
first yield. The values ofiP are'givenby the'fo11owingformu1as:
"\
(10.13)
(The smaller
of the two)
(10.11)
(10.12)
(The sma11er
of the two)
G +G
:stfcn -
n +G + Gf,st 'D' t
, 2
'(l-G -n)-
rc D1
~91
or
or
Positive bending, iP gO
Negative bending,
The above· procedure can be used if ~1 is derived ··for
a decreased curvature by taking ;negative va:1ues for5qi and5G.
In.numerica1computation, .the 'first set of ·iP - G1-
m values is computed ·forthe 'e1asticlimit, .thatit, ,for .iP at the
, FortheseiP' s the true G1 is given by the ·elasticre1ationship.
I
I
I
'I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
When a thrust higher than that given by equation 10.14 is present, the
elastic range does not 'exist, even under a zero bending moment.
I
I
I
I
I
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n = 1 .-G
,rc
1 -G - G+ GDl,rc ,stfc
'- '-----::-~'-----1+y,D2
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(10.14)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
'For the, axial thrust in this range, the -firstp values cho,sen for
convenience ,are:
iF. = '0.01
'±'90
(10.15)
,'Equation 10.13 does not give the trueGlfora p given by Eq. ,10.15
but by the successive -approximation method discussed,a sati~factory
result can-be-obtained.
Increment of Curvature OP
The m-p curve· fora specified nconsists -of three
kinds of curves. In the elastic range, them - -pcurve-is a straight
line. For large Ip Ivalues" them .- p curve is a nearly straight curve
,asymptotically approaching the ,straightlinem=m or m= m
np nn
The third kind is a curved portion connecting the straight line and
nearly straight curve. The computationofthemoment-curvature-
,thrust relationship is to ,be made with sufficient number of points to
·representthecomplete m-p curve. An intermediate :pointbetween
two 'computed points can be ,estimated by an appropriate .interpolation.
,In the numerical integration described in Chapter 4, ,the linear
interpolation was adopted ·for its simplicity. The increment ~hich
increments can be·~sed than in the 'curved part. Moreover, it is desirQble
d2mgives· the-required. accuracy varies in accordance with -- at the ·locationd~2
on_the -m- .iii curve.· .Ina nearly straight -part. of the curve , .larger
I
I
248.13
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I
I
I
to use the maximum permissible increment at each point to cover a
significant portion of M - .~ curve with a limited number of points.
In the elastic range, .themaximumand mipimum elastic limit values of
m and iii give the correct intermediate values by. linear interpolation.
In .the inelastic range,. three predetermined values of increment were
I
·used.
0.02, 0.1 and 0.5 (10.16)
I
I
I
After.the evaluation of each moment m, the appropriateness of the in-
crementused .was checked against:the -possible:error . The difference
between the computed moment for ·iii and thees timated moment by the
n
-extrapolation of ~n-2 and mn_lis given by:
I
I
I
where
E ·=m
r ·n-z
+( . _ ) &~n
men _1 .. m-n _2 ~ x-
l;I"'n_l
~mn (10.17)
The increment of iii which satisfied the following .condition was selected.
was larger than 0 .001, .the increment was changed to the next
value -and iii and m were recomputed.
n n
I
I
I
I
I
If I:r I
n
smaller
0.001
> I:r I
n
> 0.000015
If I:rl
n
(10 .18)
was smaller than
I
I
I
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0.000015, a ·larger.increment might~beused without losing accuracy.
~was reassigned with a larger increment &<p. The recomputation andn . . n
check was made for.m until condition 10.18 .was satisfied.
nI
I
·span of
I:rl
.. n
is not :a relative error of linear interpolation over the
.o<P, ,but an error of linearextrapo lation over the span
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
of (8qin_l +&qi~) ~Since -a linear interpolation was u.sed over the span
of &qi in the-numerical integration, the error included can'beexpected
to be much less than 0.1%.
10.2 STEPWISE INTEGRATION .AND DETERMINATION OF ULTIMATE STREN-GTH
)
A numerical method for determination of ultimate strength
described in Art. 4.2 was programmed inWIZ language(76) for a digi-
tal computer, G.E.225.Its flow diagram is shown in Fig. 10;2.
. Before ·the· start of the numerical integration, a moment.-curvature-
thrust relationship was computed fora given set ·of cross-sectional
dimensions Qt, A, "I' materi.al properties ~st' residual stresses G
rc
'
Gfc ' Gftand the axial thrust n.Themoment-curvature-thrustre-
lationship was then stored in the computer memory by means of· labeled
arrays inqi, ,m and Gin reverse order of the magnitude of curvature .
.In this article, subscripti designates the i-thlocationinthe
array.
In view of the limited storage space in the computer memory,
the number of variables used in the determination of the ultimate
strength was kept minimum by taking advantage of repetitive procedures .
.Superscripts Pand Fareused to designate pinned and ·fixed-
end. conditions ,respectively.
I
I
I
I
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'Initial Values
- "
"-112
I
I
I
To commence the s tepwise integration, ,the curvature at ,mid-
span of the stiffened panel must be assumed. Since it was found that
the plate 'panel fails after full p1astification of either the plate or
.the stiffener flange , the 'first value of thecurvatureatmid-span~.o
was assumed in the following manner:
I ~O ~. - 0.41. (10.19)
I
I
where" ~ .is the 1arges tstored curvature ·whichsatisfies either one1. .
of the following .two conditions
G.. B - (1 - G ). B>l1.rt rc rc-
I .G. - ~ .1 +n 'V1. i 2 +G <0st -
(10.20)
I
I
I
I
The initial values in the first segment are ·determined
as·fo11ows.
Curvature: 0 (10.21)~o - ~
Moment:
~i
-
CPo (m. mi + 1) (10.22)m m. -0 1. ~i - ~i+1 1.
Under the high axial thrust, the moment computed by the
increased by.0.1 and ~o ·and m .arerecomputed until mbecomes
o 0
I
I
equation above could have a negative value. oIn such a case, ~ is
I
I
I
positive.
The rest of tre initial values are given as . follows:
final moment is computed by the following equations :
evaluated by' one 'of the following equations depending on the magnitude
First, . the final value 'of curvature in the segment is assumed
··-113
(10.24)
e ,( S ) 2~
o 6 0 D
2
q>o + q>la. 2 R
e6S -(-3 -6' ).sw e (AS) r-e'-o 00u 0 v tiypD2
q> = q>la 0
6S l = '6S t
L =X Y .- e 0
0 0 0 0
v.' 0
.(10.23)0
h: 0n
0
q>. - q>
G G. ~ 0 ( G. Gi + l )0 ~ q>i - q>i+1 ,~
Dl
e6 -R e + sine
o y ypo
Dl
6Za-~ (10.25)
1 ~o ~la
sine ,6S .Je:. + ( -3 + ~6 ) cos
o 0 yp
The "final .curvClture and strain correspondingtoml are
6Z = cos
Using thi..s final curvature, the first approximation .of the
to be equal to-the initial value.
Computation in the First. Segment
248.13
(10.2)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
segmental length is reduced to,
and ml is recomputed by Eq, 10,25
-114
(10,26)
(10.28)
(10.29)
(10.27)
ili200(ili200-ili199~200-Mnn)
M199 -M200
\
. ililc - ili la I
< 0.00001ili lc
m ,--m
.ililc = (1+ m~O~m nn) ili 200
.nn
M200-Mnn
(l+ M __ -M ) G.· 200 · -y-'- G (G G ) (M - M )1 .nn200200-l99 '-200- nn
M199-M200
Ifmi >nl1 > mi +1 (i=O, 1,2, , , , ,199) ,
mi _m l
iii lc = ilil.' - ( ilil.' - ilil.'+1)
mi - ffii +l
mi - -ml
Gl Gl.'( Gl.,-Gl.'+lml -mi +l
If m > m
nn _1,
m ,- m
llS 1 -~
0 nn
6Sl= m - ffi l0
The appropriateness of the assumed curvature ili la is checked
against the following condition,
of moment -ml :
248,13
(10.2)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,I
,~.
values.
procedure using the final values of the present segment as initial
At the completion of the computations in each segment,
the following section. ·If the end conditions are not yet satisfied,
-:-1l5
'la = ~lc (10.30)
11 ' .lc
81 8 + ~ (10 +t l ) R S IL:0 n&. 0 Cyp2
h l h Q (t::.Y
:R
+ (cos 8 -)
Dl
+ e -cos D2Jeyp0 D2 1 0
Q rt::.Z -(sin sin 8)
Dl (10.31)v l = v + 81 - "R:l Cyp0 0
Y1 Y + t::.Y0
Zl Z + t::.Z0
Ll L +
2t::.S
0
0 Dl2- rGo + Gl - ('0 +11) ~. SYPD2
If the relative difference between I la and I lc is greater
a new I la is assumed to be equal tOile'
248.13
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the final values are tested against the end conditions described in
than 10-5 ,
.the integration over the next segment is carried out with the same
andt::.Z,&.Y, ml , 'lc and Gl sre recomputed. If the inequality 10.29
is satisfied, the curvature in the segment is established and the
·restof the final values are evaluated as follows:
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
1 '-'
I:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Fixed End: e 0
For Pinned End:
(10.34)
(10.33)
Pinned-End: m. < 0
J
Fixed End : e. <0
J
deflected configuration of the stiffened panel are computed again
by Newton's method. The corresponding variables representing the
to be parabolic.
length ds of the centroidal axis of that part of the segment within
2
«m.-m.)6S. l+(m. Z-m. 1)6S .)(dS)
, JJ J - J -. J - J
2 2
+«m. 2-m. 1)(6S :) -(m.. -m. 1)(6S . 1) )(dS)J -J-: J J J - J -
TwO end conditions are considered in the program.
the 'panel is computed assuming .the variation of moment (or slope)
(10.32)
Pinned End: m 0
The lengthdS is determined by solving the quadratice quation ,above
of the end of the stiffened plate panel and the 'otheroutside. The
In this case the segment can be divided into two parts: the one inside
Final moment ors lope' in ,a segment (m . ore.) does notgener a lly be-
J J
come zero. Since moment and slope ·are'taken to be positive in the
End Conditions
micldleportionof the stiffened plate panel, the first negative ·m.
, 'J
,( ore.) indicates the presence of the end of the panel in the segment.
J
,,248.,.13
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
For Fixed End:
equation:
reached, .the curva tureat mid-span is increa.sed by sma 11 increment
(10.35)
- ny.,
deflection yiand
similartoEq. 10.35.
At ~he completion of the stepwi~e integration for ~ach
2
r(e.-e. 1)6S . l+(e. I-e. 1)6S .](dS)
. J J- J- J- J- J
+ r(e. 2-e. l)(AS. '1)2- (e.-e, l·)(AS. l)~(dS) (10.36)
. J-J - J - J J - . J-
(L ,-L. 1) 6S . 1+(L. 2-L. 1) 6S . 2
L P ] J- ]-J-.J- J (dS)
k 6S .6S . l(liS .+6S , 1)
. J J~ J J-
2 2
+ (L. -L. 1) (6S '1) - (L, 2-L. 1)(6S .)
. J J- J- J- J- J
- - - - - (dS)+LJ'_l6S .6S . 1(6S.~6S, 1
. J J- J J-
F FPanel length LK chord lengthZK '
F
moment ·MK are -evaluated by equationsfixed end
~. and the -stepwise integration is repeated.
~nc
The lengthdS is determined by solvingthe'following
with the ultimate conditiJon. If the ultimate condition is not yet
~est of variables z:, y:,e: ~re-evaluated with Eq.lO.35 by replacing
assuming the panibolic variation.
248.13
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o
assumed curvature at mid-span .~ , computed panel lengths are ch~cked
(L., L. l' L. 2) wi th (Z., Z. l' z. 2)' (y ., 't. l'Y. 2)' and (e . ,J J- J- J"- J- J- J J- J- J
e. l' e. 2)' respectively.J - J-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I Ultimate Condition
I
The ultimate condition .is defined by,thezero slope on
the panel length-deflection curve.
I
I
,dL
(dq;o)o
n const
o
(4.26)
I
I
In numerical computation, ,the -realization of this
condition is detected by the reduction of the computed panel length
in treconsecutive-integrations.
(10.37)
,I
I
Pinned End:
Fixed,End:
I The length of panel which fails at a given set of axial
I
I
and lateral loads is computed by assuming the panel length-deflection
curve' tobea 2nd order parabola.
For Pinned End:
I
I
P P ( L
K
P
_
2
-L
K
P
_l ) 2L = LK -1 - .~ --'---- --____
L.K
P
_2 - 2L
P
+ LP
. K-l K
(10.38)
I ,The corresponding curvature at mid-span is given by
the-following equation:
~inc
(10.39)
PPLK_2 -LK_l
p '. p'
- 2L'~" + L ..
K-l K-
q;P =~o_~. +.~
K ~nc LP
. K-2I
I
I
I
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I
I
The deflection atmid-spanYP is computed assuming that
the deflection at mid-span is a quadratic function of po
I
I
I
y p =-Y.....:~::.--_2_Y.:.:~~_~1_-_Y..:.~:..._-=2_
2 2
Pinc
P P
+ YK -YK-2 + y p~---~-(dp) K-l
2Pinc
(10.40)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
where,
P P
dp -~
LK_2 -LK_l Pincp P LPLK_2 -2L +K-l K
P .
Equations for the computation of chord length Z ,
P
slope ·at the end e are of identical form to Eq. 10.39 and can be
P PP P P P
'obtained by repla cing(YK ' YK-T' YK- 2 ) / by(ZK' ZK_l,ZK_2 ) and
(e~, e~_l' e~_2~ respectively.
For.fixed end, the same procedure was carried out.
Equations used are identical to Eqs. 10.38, 10.39, .and 10.40
except ·thatthe superscript P be replaced by a superscript~.
10. 3 DESIGN OF BOTTOM PLATE PANEL OF A 28,000 D.W. T. TANKER
As an example, the bottom plate panel of a 28,00 D.W.T.
tanker is designed using .the design chart given in Chapter 6.
Principal dimensions of tl).e tankerareta ken from Reference 74.
.h
while for the -sagging condition, . the wave crests are assumed at the
ging and sagging .conditions are assumed to correspond to a ship
extremities of the ship.
When.a cargo with a unit weight greater than 0.7351 is carried
-120
635,800 ft< -tons
253,500 ft_:'-tonsHog bending moment
Length, .'bet~ween p~rpendicu1ar~ 5.95 ft. 0 in.
Breadth molded 84 ft. 0 in.
Depth molded 44 ft. 0 in.
.Draft molded 33 ft. 0 5/8 in.
Displacement 36,346 L. tons
Deadweight 28,081 L . .tons
.Sag bending moment
248.13
(10.3)
by the ship only part ~fthe cargo space needs to be filled in order to
These moments were 'ca1cu1ated for a ship subjected to the
following .conditions: .The ship is loaded to deep load draft with a 11
The -st'andard longitudinal bending moments are calculated as
fo11ows:(74)
cargo tanks filled with gasoline whose specific gravity is 0.735l.
The ship also contains a normal supply of fuel, fresh water, and other
items needed to operate a ship. Under this case of loading, the hog-
supported statically on a wave of standard proportions. The length
of the-wave is assumed 'equal to ,the length of the ship. The height
of the wave from crest to trough is assumed to be 1/20 of the wave
·length.Thewave 'crest is assumed amidships for the hogging ,condition,
I
,I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I'
I
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I
:1
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put the vesse 1 down to the designed draft; therefore, it becomes
-121
I
I
I
I
necessary to operate with some empty or partially filled tanks. The
longitudinal bending moment varies according to the cargo distribution.
Moreover, the standard bending moment can be exceeded by a considerable
amount. High hogging moment will result if heavy cargo is disposed in
the end tanks with the amidship tanks empty. Similarly, high sagging
moment 'will occur if heavy cargo is disposed in the amidship tanks with
the end tanks empty. Since the cargo distribution has an .effect on
the hogging and sagging bending moments in opposite directions, at
least one of the standard bending moments is exceeded under a loading
with partially filled tanks. Investigating various cargo distributions,
McDonald and MacNaught gave the maximum bending moments under the
optimum cargo distributions for the ship under consideration as follows:(74)
Maximum sagging moment
Maximum hogging moment
635 800 ft-tons,
445 Oooft-tons
,
Taking these moments as the basis of design, the axial loads
acting .on the bottom plate panel are obtained by Eq.6.1.
AxialTension P
t
M L.F.
sag " 635,800 x 2.2 L.F.
44K
·1
I
Axial Compression P=
c
Mh L.F.og 445,000X2.2L.F
44 K
(10.41)
I
I
I
where coefficient K depends on the type of the hull structure.
.In a tanker, the flanges of the hull girder are composed of the
I
,I
I
'I
I
'I
I
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single deck and bottom platings. .Since we can neglect the contribution
of the side weills and longitudinal.bulkheads to the longitudinal bend-
ing resist~nce with reasonable accuracy on the safe side,K = 1 can be
used.
The basis for the selection of the load factor (L.F .) is
not yet well esd:l'blished in the ultimate ,strength design of ships.
According to -the conventional design method, ,the scantlings of this
tanker are determined for the working stress of8.30L:ton/in.2 = 18.59
ksi,(75) Since the hull structure would fail in jack-knifing when
either the deck or the bottom plating is plastified, this conventional
design is equivalent to the ultimate design with load factor :L.F.=
'0-1~~59' For the material ,with yield stress of 33 ksi, .the load factor
Using the'load factor, L.F.
I
I
becomes,
L.F.
33==-,--,,.....,,,.~ = L 7818.59
'1.8, the ultimate axial loads
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
acting on the 'bottom plate panel are:
P
t
- ~35,800 x 2.2x 1.8 58 ,200k . (tension)44xl ~ps
p 445 ,OOO x2.2 x 1.8 = 40,700
k
. (compression)
c 44 xl ~ps
The maximum lateral load acting ,on the'bottom plate panel
,of an empty tank in stillwater is
64q= Ywd s L.F. = 144 x 33.05 L.F.(upward)
The maximum lateral .load is hardly affected by the dis-
tributionof the cargo, ,but'itmay,be influenced by the dynamic effect
of waves toa greater extent than the axial load ..Sioce there is no -
as follows:
tentatively used in this exam~~e.
64q = 144 x 33.05 xl.5 = 22.0 psi (upward)
The design condition of the bottom plate panel is summarized
I
.1
I
I
I
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better basis for the selection of the load factor, L.F.
-123
1.5 is
I
Axial load (tension): Pt = 58,200 kips
Axial load (compression) P .= 40,700 kips
c
Lateral load q= 22.0 psi =0.022 ksi
*Length of thepanelt = 120 in
1008 in.I
I
I
Breadth of the ship B
Mat~ti~l Properties,
Yield Stress of plate a yp
Yield Stress of stiffeners
*33 ksi
*~ = 33 ksi(G =1)V·st. . ,st
Compressive 'Residual Stress in Plate
*arc =1/8 a ,(G=0.125)yp ,rcI~
I
I
End Restraint
*Assumed Values
*Fixed
I
I
I
,I
I
I
In order to use the design chart, .the design conditions are
-expressed in terms of q anda.
=
29,600 q
=
29,600 x 0.022 0.6q 2 33 2O"yp \(10.4'2)
/
172 P 172 x 40 , 700
c
= rn3 0.306a B~3 1008 x 120 xyp
The design Frocedure is as follows:
I
I -124
I A straight line is drawn in the fourth quadrant-of the design
I
chart, Figure 6.4, passing through the origin and point a= 0.306 on
the a-sca.le. .The intersection of this straight line and thep Q L
I
I
I
.curve for Q=0.6 and 0'= 0.125 0' gives the solution (pf p = L170)rc yp
for the standard section ( Of =0.3, 6=0.45, .'1=10). Using the
modification charts (Figure 6.4) one can obtain values of Pf for various
cross sections as described in Article 6.2. Values of pat each step
of the modification procedure are shown in Table 10.ltog~therwith
the 'final values Pf.The required plate thickness is computed by
Equation 6.7 and shown in Col. 8, Table 10.L
The combined cross sectional area of the plate and stiffeners can be
obtained by.Equation 6.8.
I
I
I
t
P
c
0' B Pfyp
40,7001.222
33 xl008Pf ~f
(10.43)
(10.44)
(6.8)A= (1 + ct) B t
The total area per unit width Abis shown in CoL 9, Table 1O.l.
~= '(1 + a) tin2/inB .I
I
I
I
Values of ~ are plotted against stiffener area ratios ct
for several promising combinations of Bandy in Figure 10.1. These
curves show the minimum all~wable area of the plate-stiffener com-
I bination:for each combination of R andy. Among the sections
checked, the group withy = 15, the total area is smaller for smaller
I stiffener area ratios ~. However, the smallest allowable ct is re-
I stricted by the occurrence of local buckling.
I
requirements of the plate components are:
s,tiffener web:
For material assumed, '<]
yp
I
I
I
I
I
.248.13
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plate: b- < 44
t -
.-125
33ksi, the· plates lenderness
d < 43
w -
I
According to the definition of the stiffener area ratios,C'{
can be expressed in terms of '~and ~
I
I
I
A
st
bt
Consequently, the limitation to C'{ is
2
C'{ ~O .000529 'Vl .- -t?
(10.45)
(10.46)
15
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Thus the limit of a for the local buckling is given for
each combinations and V, and is shown in Fig. 1O.1.as a localbuck-
ling curve.
Since the local buckling curve has a lowest point A, the
minimum weight ·sectionis determined from the coordinate atA .andthe
.parameters , S and V, pertinent to ·the total area curve passing
throughpoint.A. These values are read off as:
0.170
0.3
'V
~= (1 +·a)t =1.31
Then,the cross sectional dimensions of the minimum weight
I
I
section become:
t
~1.3l
l+a 1+0.17 1. 119 in.
I
I
I
I
.. 248.13
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b44t=44 xl. 119 =49.2 in.
A
st = ~ b t = 0.170 x 49.2 x 1.119 = 9.35 in. 2
B A := 0.3 x9.35 =2.80 in2
st
I A= (1-8) A =0.7 x 9.35w st
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
d = ·'V t = 15 x L1l9 = 16.79 in.
A 6.55 0.390 in.w w
d 16.79
In practice, the exact cross-sectio.nal dimensions computed as above
cannot be realized. The available 'cross section,. which closely con-
forms· to ,the minimum weight section, wi 11 be the best design.
Five trial cross sections are selected (Table 10.2). The
plate thicknesses of these sections are 1 in. and 1-1/8 in.. The
relationship between CLand Ab for sections witht =1 in. and t=
L 125 in. are shown in Figure 10 .lby two ,straight lines . The stiffener
depths are suchthatyis approximately 15, except for trial section
5 where y is approximately 10. In all trial sections,. the plate
,d
slenderness of the stiffener web - ~atisfies the 'plate slenderness
w
requirement (Table 10.2, Line 5). Values of y and S are computed for
each trial section (TablelO.2,Line 3.and 4). The total sectional area
curve for each .combinationof y and e can be estimated by the inter-
polation in Figure 10. L .The minimum required CL is obtained from the
abscissa at the intersection of the estimated total cross sectional
curve and the constant thickness line (Table 10.2, Line 6).
The stiffener spacing .is computed with A, Ct, and t(Tabfe
st
10.2, Line 7).
I
I 248.13(10.3) ·-127
I
I
A
b st<-
- a t
'The computed stiffener spacing may not satisfy the plate
I
I
slenderness requirement,
b <44 t
Therefore the stiffener spacing .is determined as the rounded value
I which·satisfies both the requirements (Table 10.2, Line 8).
I
.Sincethe designed stiffener spacing differs from the
computed b, a exceeds the 'minimum a.The total area per unit width
Trial Section 5:
Stiffener Spacing = b = 44 in.
minimum cross~sectional area.
Amongthe·trial sections, trial section 2 requires the
(10.47)
1 in.
bt +A
.st
b
Plate thickness t
Stiffener = 18.1 70.0 cut to ,d 15 in .
. Total area ~=l.34lin2/in
Among the sections with readily available tee stiffeners ,
.Trial Bection2:
Ab ;should be computed by.the following equation (Table 10.2, Line 9):
.trial section 5 gives the best re~ult.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Plate thickness t = -1-1/8 in .
.Stiffener spacingb -=48 .in.
Stiffeners ST12 I 39.95
Total Area-Ab = 1.368 in
2/in
248.13
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I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,As shown in Line 9 , Table 10.2, there quired cross-sectional
areas of 5 trial sections have only small differences (less than 4%) ,
in spite of fairly large variations of a and B. Such results were
obtained partly because an optimumstiffenerspaci ng was se 1ected for
each stiffener. Some of stiffener spacings selected depart from the
stiffener spacing used in practice to some extent. If such stiffener
spacings were accepted , ,the designer can have fairly wide freedom in
achieving practically the best cross section.
Since the available 'plate-and stiffeners do not necessarily
,conform closely to,thebest theoretical combination of geometric
parameters, the best theoretical geometric parameters do not dictate
the best ~ross section. For example, trial section 5 ( y= 10) has
a smaller required cross-sectional area than trial section4(y = 15).
Therefore, ,in design, the second best combination of geometric para-
meters obtained by analysis should be keptforconsideration~
From the economic point of view, the readily available tee
stiffeners are far more desirable than the stiffeners cut out from
I-beams. To ,perform the design procedure described in this example,
a tabulation of avai1ab1e'tee stiffeners in terms of e and yea function
of the plate thickness) would be -of great convenience.
10.4 AN ,APPROXIMATE 'SOLUTION USING A SIMPLIFIED MOMENT-CURVATURE-
THRUST RELATIONSHIP
An approximate .solut:Lon of the 'ultimate axial -load-lateral
load-pane11engthre1ationship can be obtained analytically, ,if the
moment-curvature-thrust relationship is assumed to consist of three
tions as shown ~n Fig. ,10.4. The levels of the plastic portions are
straight line segments , an elastic portion, and two flat plasticpor-
equal to ,the full positive and negative plastic moments of the cross
I
I
I
I
248.13
(10.4)
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I
I
section, m ,and m , which are functions of axial thrust p.
np nn '
If the deflection of the stiffened plate panel is small,
the differential equation (2.17) is valid in the stiffened plate panel.
of this equation.
First, the stiffened plate panel with pinned ends is
considered.SolvingEq. 2.17 for boundary conditions,
(10.48)
(2.17)
k z _ '1) + qb ·z 2
2Pcos
o
z = 1-
2
qb (
2Pk cosu
= qb
(y) z =0= 0
( q:2y )
dz 2
y
2k IiI' u = kf
. )where
The equilibrium configuration is obtained as
The equilibrium configuration of the panel can be obtained as a solution
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
When maximum moment at the mid-span reaches M , a plastic hinge forms
np .
at mid-span and the ·stiffened plate pane1becomes unstable. Thus the
I
I
I
I
ultimatecondi tion is defined by
t.r( 2 )
dz z=O
M
= _ np
EI (10.49)
'plastificationat ·the'mid-span, and ·the fixed ends become plastic
From' Eqs. 10.48 and 10.49, the length of the stiffend plate panel which
When both ends are· fixed, the' fixe.d end moments reachM before the
·nn'
I
I
I
I
I
I
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fails at:thegivenaxialload is given by
M P
D ~2 sec -1 ( 1 + ~)
.1..- k qbEI
":130
(10.50)
I hinges. Thee quilibriumconfigurationinunediate lyprior to ·the ul-timatecollapse should be solved for the .following boundary conditions:
I
I
I
I
I
(y) z = aa
2(i...! ) ·Mnn2 1.=
- EIdz z 2
ThentheequilibriumconfiguratioM becomes
qb ~
P EI
y. 2 ( cos
k cos u
kz _ 1) +qb z2
2p (10.51)
I
The length of a panel having an ultimate axial load equal toa given
I
Pis obtained byEq. ,10.52.
Using the non-dimensionalized moment, axial thrust, lateral load and
(10.52)
qbEI
MPl+~
_~qb_E-=I~ )
M P
nn
-1 (
1+
---
'2
k sec
I
I
I
I
I
I
length introduced in Chapter 4,
m
np'
I
I
I
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M
nn
m = -"-
nn (j Syp
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I
I
I
I
p
Q
L
p
p
y
qEbd 2
--2-
(jAyp
~ IE
r (j
. yp
Eqs.lO.50 and 10.52 then becomeI
I For pinned ends:
2 -1 m p
L (1 + --!!L )
- ff sec Q (10.53)
I
I
For fixed ends : 2 -1L= ;psec ( ) (16.54)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The approximate solutions of ultimate axialload--
lateral load..;-panel length relationship for a section with ex =0.3,
S =0.45, '''1=10 , .and G = 1 are shown in Figs. 10.6 and 10.7 forst
pinned and fixed ends, respective ly. The ·approximate solution gives
the ultimate axial load 2 to 10 percent higher than the ·exactsolution.
Modification Factor for Lateral Load,.J q
The modification factor J given in Eq. 5.10 is derivedq
from Ey. 10.53. Two values Ql and ~2 are considered. The correspond-
ingL values are given for the stiffened plate panels with pinned
ends by
The modification factor for end restraint is obtained
·Modification FactorforEndRestraint,J
e
L mcanbeeliminated •
. l' np
and
-132
(10.56)
m P
-1(1 +~ )
Q2
, ~,and m ; thus, they are functions
np
L 1 -1J 2 -1 sec u lLl u l sec .(1 + ] (10.55)Q2
Ql
2
L.2 = -sec!P
2 1 mP
L - (L + _np' ).
'.1 =jP sec Q
l
Then, p
'Lf 1 -1 sec u lK .secC
= LP = u::- 1 + mnnp .
. p~n
~
in a similar manner to that used in computing .J .
q
LetLof the stiffened plate panels with pinned ends
and with fixed ends be 'L P and Lf , respectively.
Th.eratio ofL2 and Llis thus obtained as a function
oful.and Q2/Ql.The relationship of .Jq vs. Q2/Ql is plotted in Fig.
5.11 as a family of curves for several values of ul'
PThese 'LIS area.function of p= P
Y
However, taking the ratio ~f L2
Where
248.13
(10.4)
of cross-sectional dimensions.I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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.Sincem
np is not smaller than Imnnl .in the longitudinally
stiffened plate panels, ,limiting value -ofJ
e
occurs when m
np = Imnn \.
m P m P
Jelimit increases gradually from.f2 at (- n~ ) =0 to 2at (~n.)
=COas sho.wnin Fig. 5.12. For "the' practical range of the sectional
m P
dimensions and lateral load, (- n~ ) varies between 0 and 1,. and the
variationofJis limited to the range of 1. 0 to 1. 5.e .
1 m P
, -1 - nn
sec [ Q Jm p
1+ nn
(J ) " . .: Q
e limit m p
-1 [ l-~ Jsec Q
Relationship is shown in
Fig. 5.12.
m pi
nn _-
-)Q .J vs. (-e
whereI
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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],.1. TA BL E S
TABLE 3.lEFFECTIVE YIELD STRAINS
Note: . eyp ; yield strain of the plate
est; yield strain of the stiffener
erc;.compressive residual strain in the plate
efc; residual strain at the flange tips
ef ; residual strain at the center line of the
·t
stiffener flange
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 3. Z COEFFICIENTS IN EQS. 3. 17 AND 3.18
(i= 1,2,3)
Cl > - gcil -g > ell> .- gtil -gtil> Cl
.cil
c ill -b. 0 -b.~ ~
c ilZ gcil gtil
el > - gciZ -gtiZ>Sl
-g . Z>e1>- gti2c~ .
c iZl b. 0 b..~ ~
c iZZ gciZ gtiZ
where, gcil .- eyci - 01\il
gtil = .- Syti - o 111il
gciZ -
€yci - 011 liZ
gtiZ = -
€yti -011 liZ
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE 3. 3 COEFFICIENTS INE Q. 3.19
Sl> -gc41 -gc41>sl>-gt41 -gt41>sl
o Af 0 0
Af
c41l sfc - eft sfc -Sft
c412 gc41 gt41
el> - gc42 -gc42>sl>-gt42 -gt42>sl
c421 o Af 0 o Af
sfc -sft efc - eft
c422 gc42 gt42
where, gc41 - Syc4 - 0 T1 141
gt41 - Syt5' - 0 T1141
gc42 - eyc5 - 0 T1 141
gt42 = .-
€yt4 - 0. T1 141
Xj +16
-137
X.
J
oX.
J
-X2 = -Bcrt
-'x = B 14 rt
-X .=Q'(S -1)
6 y
(a) Cj1 and Cj2 (j=1, 2, ---,8)
Xu = -Gst _.~
D
X14 = -G - q; (l+D
11
st ... 2
D
X1S -Gst +~fc - ~ (l+D~ )
X16 - -G-h G - q; (1+D1)st . ·ft D2
TABLE 3.4 COEFFICIENTS IN EQS.3.24and 3.2S
X1
Cj2
X7 = -x
=Q'R!,a;.
8 (Gft-Gfc)D2
Xg = -2
X10 = -2
_--.L
D2
Xu = - 1 + Grc
X12 = - 1 + G
_.....L
cr
. D2
.248.13
:Cu):
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE 3.4 COEFFICIENTS IN'EQS. 3.24 and 3.25 (Cont'd)
X18 = -
:~
D2
X19 1 +Grc
X20 1 + G -
!
rc D2
X21 = Gst -
!
D2
D
X22 = G - ,gi (1+D1):st
" 2
D
X23 =G + Gft ".~ (l+D 1:):st 2
where
G'
0"rc
'- -
rc 0"yp
, O'st
G = -st O"yp
G·,=O'fc
,fe
G'" ~ aftfy -
O"yp
(b) Cj3 (j = 1, 2, ---,6)
'CD = 1,+ V
C23 = Y
Cj ) =1 + V
C43 = 'y
C
s3 = y
:C63 = 0
Yield Stress in Stiffener Web 46.4
,TABLE 4.1 ,BASIC SPECIMEN DATA
Ultimate 'Axial Load , P (kips) ,648
-139
6.5
39.5
35.9
39.7
T-6
463
T-5
6.5
39.7
60.875 61.0
51.0 ,51.0
'0.2610 0.2553
3.96 1. 88
0.201 0.161
0.168 ,0.120
2.92 3.32
0.1258
3.02
Plate thickness, t
Specimen
Plate Width, B
Width of:Stiffening Strips
Yield Stress in Plate, cr
' 'yp
Yield Stress in Stiffener Flange37.5
Stiffener Depth , d
Length, .f
Thickness of Stiffener Strips
Lateral Load , q (psi)
Stiffener Flange Width, ,b f
,Stiffener Flange Thickness ,tf
Stiffener Web Thickness, w
248.13
(ll), '
,Material Properties (ksi)
,Test 'Results
,Actual Dimensions (in.)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
'I
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PARAMETERS OF SIMPLIFIED CROSS SECTIONS
(T -5 andT -6)
I
I
I
"
I
I
I
I
'I
I,
I
I
I
I
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TABLE 4.2
,Specimen
d
Y t
G , O'st
'st=-
. O'yp
G= S'rc
·rc
. O'yp
GS'fcfc= -
, O'yp
G=O'ftft -'
O'yp
qEbd 2Q = ---::-=-2
a A
, yp
L= f/O'yp,
E
T-5
0.5185
:0.3921
.10.805
1.0
0.234
0.3
0.3
0.689
1. 96
T-6
0.2714
0.4379
12.706
0·.91
0.185
0.3
0.3
1.080
2.01





Q P LP /::,.P yP ,P ,eP(xlO-3) .0 -2(xlOrad.)
0.6 2.455 2.34 0.4325 2.116 1. 990
.0.7 2.241 3.16 0.4392 2.582 2.146
1.320
'0.8 1.924 3.32 0.3075 .2.368 1. 769
0.9 1.413 2.96 0.1386 1.945 1.141
0.6 1.951 1.38 0.3119 2.622 1. 771
0.7 1.832 2.57 0.3263 2.995 1.940
2.641
0.8 1.583 2.72 0.2.107 2.428 1.485
0.9 1.155 2.43 0.0943 2.007 0.950
0.6 1.677 .1.62 0.2592 3.148 1.682
·0.7 1.592 2.20 0.2469 3.145 1.692
3.961
0.8 1.371 2.40 0.1621 .2.579 . 1. 306
0.9 1.004 2.10 0.0705 2.031 0.817
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Ii
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TABLE' 5. 2NUMERICALRESULTS(Cont' d)
Section 4,.e;t =0.3, ,S =0.30, ,y =10, G
rc
= 0.125
Pinned Ends
'~146
I
I
I
'I
I
"I
"I
J
'I
I
"I
I
I
'I
I
I
I
II
:1
248.13
(11)
,TABLE 5.2 NUMERICAL RESULTS (Cont I d)
Section 4, Ci =0.3, ,S =0.30, "1= 10, G
rc
=0.125
Fixed Ends
Q LF F yF l FP /}, -3 m(xlO ) 0
O.~ .2.~45, 3.56 0.5302 1.943 . -0.618
0.7 2.606 3.45 0.4929 2.312 -0.462
1.320
0.8 2.203 4.56 0.3627 .2.278 -0.320
0.9 1.607 .3.55 0.1562 1.930 -0.161
0.6 ,2.306 .2.94 0.3673 2.337 -0.620
0.7 .2.103 3.69 0.3815 2.888 .-0.466
2.641 0.8 -1. 794 3.67 0.2505 2.404 -0.322
0.9 l.302 3.05 0.119 1.982 -0.163
0.6 1.967 .2.59 0.3116 3.033 -0.613
0.7 1.820 3.24 0.2965 2.995 -0.474
3.961
0.8 ,1. 556 3.16 0.1891 2.433 . -0.322
0.9 1.128 .2.58 .0.0830 2.005 -0.163
Section 6 - E, a = n.5, S = n.45, y = lO,G= n.125
rc
1
I,
I
I
I
'I
I
I
I
I
I
I
-,
I
I
-I
J
:1
ill
248.13
( 11)
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TA~LE 5.2 NUMERICAL RESULTS (Cont'd)
Pinned Ends
eP
-2(xlOrad.)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE 5.2 NUMERICAL RESULTS (Cont'd)
Section ~ -B,a =0.5, S = n.45, .y =10, G = 0.125
rc
Fixed· Ends



I
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I TABLE 5.3 NON-DIMENSIONALIZED l'ANELLENGrH, .L
a. Fixed Ends
I pSection No. Q 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
I 1.2 2.925 2.578 2.158 1.584
2.4 2.309 2.109 1. 758 1.284
I 3 3.6 .1.976 1.817 . 1. 525 1.131
4.8 1. 758 1.627 1.353 0.962
I 1.48 2.926 2.615 2.231 1.654
'5
I 2.96 2.290 2.091 1.821 1.348
.4.44 1.953 1.803 1.571 1.166
I 1.0 3.032 2.668 2.220 1.532
6- A 2.0 2.401 2.110 1.760 1.258
I 3.0 2.053 1. 786 .1480 .1.089
I 1.0 2.840 .2.443 2.012 1.4566 - C 2.0 2.260 1.952 .1.631 1. 204
I 3.0 1. 941 1.680 1.402 1.027
;0.96 2.929 2.544 2.084 1.507
I ;7: 1.92 2.340 2.040 :1.687 1. 214
I .2.88 2.014 1. 757 1.455 1.0470.96 2.934 2,549 2.089 1.510
I 8 1.92 2.345 . 2.044 1. 690 1.217
2.88 2.019 1. 761 1.458 1.050
I 1.0 3.154 2.770 2.341 1. 618
9 - A 2.0 2.486 2.200 .1.868 1.320I
.3.0 2.120 1. 882 1.572 1.152
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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r-- Table 10.2 TRIAL .sECTIONS
If)
.--l .
i,
Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Remarks
Section Section Section Section Section
. '" " ....~...~.-
1 2 3 4 5
Plate thickness t (in) 1 1 1 1 1. 125 1. 125
Stiffeners 2 .18.154,J 18170.0 ST15WF58 20165.4 ST12139.95
cut to d= cut to d= cut tod=
15 15 17
'Stiffener y 3 15 15 15 15.1 10.68 Computed for
Dimensions 4 0.376 0.288 0.505 0.366 0.486 the crossf3 sectional!
.(Relative) d 5 32.6 21.1 26.6 34 24 dimensions of
w , se 1ected
stiffeners
Minimum a 6 0.319 0.3?2 0.318 0.165 0.207 Read from
Fig. 10; 1
Maximum b 7 34.5 46.5 53.6 77.5 50.1 b =
A
st
--
a t
. Designed stiffener
Spacing b 8 32 44 44 48 48 b should not
exceed 44 for
t ,= 1, and 49.5
C") for t=1. 125
...-"4 'A
••. ,....;1 Tota1.Area 9 1.345 1.341 1.388 1.374 1.368 b t + A.~,:j. Al-, st
N po:: :L unit ... b
width 1\
------ -------------
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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---+-- Longitudinal
Bulkhead
Transverse
Rib
, I
Longitudinal
Girder
(a) TYPICAL MID-SHIP CROSS SECTION
(b) LOADING ON THE SHIP BOTTOM PANEL DUE TO WAVE
'ACTION -HOGGING
'Fig. 1.1 LONGITUDINALLY 'STIFFENED PLATE PANELS IN THE SHIP
BOTTOM STRUCTURE.
,( c) SYMPLIFIED CROSS SECTION
.Axis of . SymmetryI~
I
b
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I
C.G~ t....
(b) CROSS SECTION
II--- -+-I ----'I_--I....-.d1
I. .1
,(a) LONGITUDINALLY .STIFFENED PLATE PANEL UNDER COMBINED LOADING
Fig. 2.1 CONDITION .OF LOADING 'AND CROSS SECTION
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Fig. ,2.2., EQUILIBRIUM OF AN ELEMENTOFLENGI'Hds.
v + dV
dy
M + dM
-H-H+dH
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S, Shearing Force
VI
I
I
I
--.JH
N, Axial Thrust
(b)
dz
~--
z
s
(a)
y
Hft-
M
y
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"'--------.------------.----------- 0°
Fig •. 2.3 LOAD DEFLECTION CURVE
P=P
ult
-P
3
P=P2
P=P
'I
L- --- o
o
Fig •. 2; 4 LOAD DEFLECTION CURVE TERMS OF NO AND 00
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Fig. 2. 5 AXIAL LOAD--DEFLECTION --PANEL LENGTH RELATIONSHIP
Fig. 3.2 IDEALIZED STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM
'1
Strain
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E
.Fig. 3. 1 .STRAINDUE TO LOAm NG
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FIG. 3.3 RESIDUAL STRESSES IN PLATE
Fig. 3.4 SIMPLIFIED RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION
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-Fig. _3. 5 IDEALIZED, CROSS -SECTION
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(d)
1(-,----,---,I
•
.---,----1I
(a)
eyci _I
£1 -0Tl li2
(c) (e)
(b)
Fig. -3.6 PLASTIC :STRAINS, .CONSTANT EFFECTIVE YIELD STRAIN
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(d)
11
It---L------I>
(a)
A
(SHADED VOLUME) = (AI E I EIFI -A2EJ.B 2F 2)
- (C rE2DI F I -C2E2D2F 2)
(b)
Fig. ·3.7 PLASTIC STRAINS , .LINERARLY VARYING EFFECTIVE
YIELD STRAIN
}
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FIG. 3.8 TYPICAL MOMENT-CURVATURE CURVES'
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P= 0.9 Py
P=0.7 P
P= 0.6 Py
P=O
M
My 2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1.0
-1.2
p=o
p= 0.9 Py
-- o;.c=O
----- arc =0.125 o-yp
--- o;.c =0.25 o-yp
- - _. - - - - - - - - - - ------
Mnn
My -1.5 -1.0
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0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
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Mnp
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FIG. 3.9 FULL PLASTIC BENDING MOMENT OF A CROSS SECTION
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High axial thrust
Low axial thrust
...
dZ
-
11
S opC G
+1 I-~ y(a) (b)-~- Zero
.axial thrust
I~~-~--
Fig. ,3.10 STRESS DISTRIBUTION AT 'FULL PLASTIEICATION OF TIlE
CROSS SECTION
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SHIFT OF MOMENT-CURVATURE CURVES FROM ORIGIN,
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Fig. 4.1 THE 'j -THSEGMENT 'OF -STEPWISE INTEGRATION
j
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Fig. 4.2 VARIATION OF 'VARIABLES ,m9, Y, and L, ALONG THEqENTROIDAL AXIS
s
Y
,--Fixed End
Pinned End
• ) 0 Computed Values
m
Y,L
r--------------------+----;-----s
I---===::::::.:...-------------------I-------_-:----s
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Fig.4 .. 3 ERROR IN STEPWISE INTEGRATION, .ERRORvs.SEGMENTAL
LENGTH
+1.0 . Error (%)
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Fixed Ends,
AS
6S = "Safterpinnedends
Pinned Ends
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